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Selectmen’s Office 362-5266 
Weekdays: 8:00am – 4:00pm 
Animal Control 234-5193 
Building Inspection & 
Code Enforcement 362-1057 
Weekdays: 8:00am – 9 am 
Monday 6:30pm – 8:00pm 
Building Permits 362-1057 
Monday Evenings 6:30pm – 8:00pm 
Community Center 362-5531 
Monday 9:00am – 3:00pm 
Tuesday – Friday 9:00am – 2:00pm 
Highway Department 362-4010 
Kimball Library 362-5234 
Weekdays 10:00am – 8:00pm 
Saturdays 10:00am – 3:00pm 
Fire Department  
Emergency Number 911 
Business Number 362-5611 
Tax Collector 362-5357 
Monday 11am – 7:00pm 
Wednesday 9:00am – 5:00pm 
Friday                                             9:00am – 1:00pm 
Town Clerk            362-4920 
Monday 8:30am – 7:00pm 
Tuesday-Thursday 8:30am – 5:00pm 
Friday                                           8:00am – 12:00pm 
Planning/Zoning 362-5761 
Tuesday – Thursday                    10:00am – 2:00pm    
Police Department  
Emergency Number  911 
Business Number 362-4001 
Transfer/Recycle Station 
Wednesday 12:00pm – 4:00pm 
Saturday & Sunday 9:00am – 4:00pm 
 
Monthly Meeting Schedules 
(held at the Town Hall except when noted) 
Board of Selectmen 
Mondays 7:30pm 
Conservation Commission 
1st Monday 7:00pm 
Kimball Library Trustees 
3rd Wednesday 6:30pm 
Kimball Library 
Planning Board 
1st & 3rd Wednesday 7:30pm 
Recreation Commission 6:00pm 
1st Wednesday 
Community Center 
Zoning Board of Adjustment 
2nd Tuesday 7:00pm 
 
Local Organizations 
Atkinson Historical Society 
Atkinson Women’s Civic Club 




















With great pride and optimism we dedicate the 2011 Annual Report 
to the youth of Atkinson. 
 
As a nation, we face challenges of consequence we cannot ignore.  The economic and cultural future of our coun-
try, state and town depends on recognizing this fact, as the current and next generation of youth become ready for 
school, college, work and life.   We are at a crucial time for our small town.  We can change the future by spending 
time with, and encouraging, the children of Atkinson to dream and helping them to realize their true potential, or 
we can continue to focus only on our own circumstances, allowing time and opportunities pass us by.  During these 
difficult economic times it has become increasingly hard for town residents to spend money to help the town’s 
youth.  We ask that we all spend more quality time with our children, grandchildren, or even our local neighbor-
hood kids during their formative years. 
 Support our school system to make sure the youth have the knowledge they need to succeed. 
 Support local groups such as the scouts, athletic leagues and local religious or civic organizations that 
help mold Atkinson’s children into the highly-motivated, responsible, moral adults you know they can be.   
As our 32nd President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, once said “We cannot always build the future for 
our youth, but we can build our youth for the future.” 
 






Atkinson Police Department, Animal Control Officer, Town Building Needs Committee 
Budget Committee, Highway Safety Committee, Dispatch Committee,  
Cemetery Trustee, Trustee of the Trust Funds 
 
Allister “Fred” MacDonald 
Volunteer Fire Department, Historical Society, Rotary Club 
 
David J. Rockwell, Sr. 
Atkinson School Board, Founding Member of the Timberlane Regional School District, Fire Department, Planning 
Board, Board of Adjustment, Atkinson Lions Club Citizen of the Year 
 
Edward F Zaremba 
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Report of the Atkinson Board of Selectmen 
 
2011 was a very good year for the Town of Atkinson.  We are so proud of the effort that goes into making Atkin-
son a great place to live.  From our senior’s programs to programs that support our children, from our employees 
who keep the town safe to the volunteers who keep the town running – thank you all.   
This year’s town report is dedicated to our children, and looking back over 2011 the town has done much to 
strengthen their future.  The East Road Lacrosse and General Use Field project is nearing completion and the fields 
will be used this spring. This year’s Sun-n-Fun program was a great success with strong attendance.  The Webelos 
visited town hall taking an active interest in town government.   The children participated in a moving Memorial 
Day service, competed in our annual Fishing Derby and were thrilled  meeting Santa Claus at the Town’s Christ-
mas Tree Lighting ceremony.  They served lunch at senior functions and the Girl Scouts created centerpieces for 
the tables.   With your help, our children are being integrated into the fabric of our community with positive re-
sults. 
2011 was also the year of the Halloween snowstorm.  Lots of townsfolk were without power for an extended pe-
riod of time.  The community came together in support of those residents by opening the Community Center as a 
warming center, serving breakfast, lunch and dinner for the duration, as well as having showers and water at the 
Fire Station. 
As we move forward into 2012 we look ahead with great anticipation to a viable and growing economy, decreased 
unemployment and a prosperous and positive New Year.   Although the economic downturn has impacted all of 
our residents, together as a Community, we continue to stand united and strong. 
The New Year has brought a new enthusiasm to Town in regard to resident participation. Unlike the past few 
years, this year we have a great list of competent men running for the position Selectmen. In addition, we have 
seen a new interest in Town participation and volunteerism.   
We the Board, wish to take this opportunity to express our appreciation to the employees, volunteers and residents 
who work in various capacities throughout the year to make the Town of Atkinson a wonderful place to work, play 
and raise our families.  
 
William G. Friel, Chairman                   Fred Childs                   Craig Schuster 
 
Note:  Currently the Town of Atkinson is involved several law suits.  These suits are in various stages of review 
and have an impact on the Town and its budget.  If you would like more information on these suits you may access 
them using their associated case numbers in the New Hampshire Court system. 
 Atkinson v. John T. Mason, Jr.  218-2009-EQ-443 
 Atkinson v. Michael Saviano  218-2010-CV-1103 
 Michael Saviano v. Atkinson  218-2011-CV-898 
 Atkinson v. Malborn Realty Trust (Osborn)   2011-85 (Supreme Court) 











James Garrity          2012  
Board of Selectmen  
William Bennett, Chairman, Resigned   2012  
Fred J. Childs, Jr.        2013  
William G. Friel         2014  
Craig G. Schuster       2012  
Tax Collector  
Debra L. DeSimone       2012  
Town Clerk  
Rose Cavalear         2012  
Treasurer  
Susan B. Coppeta       2013  
Cemetery Trustees  
Dale A. Childs, Deceased       2013  
Kathleen Friel         2012  
Mark F. Keeffe         2014  
Donald L. Murphy, Jr., Resigned     2014  
Robert P. Patuto        2012  
Conflict of Interest  
Richard L. Smith, Chairman     2013  
Joyce Lafrance         2012  
(3)Vacant  
Library Trustees  
Alan Phair, Chairman       2013  
Wendy Doughty         2012  
Margaret Finn         2014  
Helen “Kay” Galloway       2013  
Nina Gray, Alternate       2012  
Julie Hammond         2012  
Linda Jette, Alternate       2012  
Donald B. Latham, Alternate     2012 
Municipal Budget Committee  
Todd Barbera, Chairman       2012  
Susan Carroll         2012  
John Feuer         2014  
Harold Morse         2014  
Janet Cincotta         2013  
William Smith         2013  
Fred Childs, ex‐officio  
Road Agent  
Edward A. Stewart       2013  
Supervisor of the Checklist  
Patricia Mangini, Chairman     2016  
Leslie Barbera         2012  
Martha E. MacDonald       2014  
Trustees of the Trust Funds  
Barbara Snicer, Chairman      2014  
Dale A. Childs, Deceased       2012  
Kay Galloway         2013  
Michael C. Turell        2013  
 2011 Appointed Officials  
American Disabilities Act Coordinator  
Robert J. Jones         2012  
Animal Control Officers  
Lynne Cunningham       2012  
Stacey Curley         2012  
Joshua Dugdale         2012  




Hank Riehl, Chairman       2013  
Catherine Blash, Alternate     2014  
Sanford Carter, Alternate       2014  
John Recesso, Alternate       2014  




Sam Zannini, Alternate       2014  
Boat Agent  
Rose Cavalear         2011  
Cable Advisory Board  
Anthony Augeri         2012  
Commuter Rail Investigatory Committee  
Robert Clark, Chairman       2012  
Catherine Blash         2012  
Albert Bradley         2012  
Anna Clark         2012  
Robert Cote         2012  
Joseph DeMonaco       2012  
David Harrigan, Resigned       2012  
James V. Stundze       2012  
John Valvanis         2012  
Conservation Commission  
Tim Dziechowski, Chairman     2012  
Dan C. Kimball         2012  
Denise Legault         2012  
Peter O. McVay         2014  
Michelle Veasey         2013  
Paul F. Wainwright       2013  
Elderly Affairs Director  




James M. Garrity        2012  
Judy Wainwright        2014  
Family Mediation Board  
Debra L. DeSimone       2012  
Rose Cavalear         2012  
Fence Viewers  
Kenneth Grant         2012  
Susan M. Killam         2012  
A. Robert Stewart       2012  
Highway Safety Committee  
Philip Consentino, Police Chief     2012  
Joshua Dugdale         2012  






Michael E. Murphy       2012  
Planning Board  
Susan M. Killam, Chairman     2013  
D. Paul DiMaggio       2014  
Tim Dziechowski        2013  
Edmund Jendrick, Alternate     2014  
Harold J. Morse, Alternate     2012  
Scott Simons, Alternate       2014  
Edward A. Stewart       2012  
Mike Turell         2014  




Bill Innes, Chairman       2012  
Dolores Dooling         2013  
Joan Fettes 2013 Patricia Mangini     2012  
Susan Ober         2013  
Rockingham Planning Commission  
J. Paul DiMaggio (resigned)  
David Harrigan         2012  















Linda Fredrickson       2012  
Carol Grant         2012  
Linda Jette         2012  
Dan Kimball         2012  
Steven Lewis         2012  
Marilyn Prell         2012  




Todd Barbera, Chairman       2013  
Wendy Barker         2012  
Tom Cannon         2012  
William Innes         2013  
Surveyors of Wood & Lumber  
John Feuer         2012  
Martin Feuer         2012  


















































































































































Involuntary Merger Notice 
NOTICE 
Per RSA 674:39-aa 
Any property owner with Involuntarily Merged lots may restore them 
to premerger status by making such request to the Selectmen’s Office 
prior to December 31, 2016.  Please be aware that restoration of lots to 
premerger status shall not be deemed to cure any non-conformity with 
existing local land use ordinances. 
674:39-aa Restoration of Involuntarily Merged Lots. –  
    I. In this section:  
       (a) "Involuntary merger'' and "involuntarily merged'' mean lots merged by municipal action for zoning, assess-
ing, or taxation purposes without the consent of the owner.  
       (b) "Owner'' means the person or entity that holds legal title to the lots in question, even if such person or en-
tity did not hold legal title at the time of the involuntary merger.  
       (c) "Voluntary merger'' and "voluntarily merged'' mean a merger under RSA 674:39-a, or any overt action or 
conduct that indicates an owner regarded said lots as merged such as, but not limited to, abandoning a lot line.  
    II. Lots or parcels that were involuntarily merged prior to September 18, 2010 by a city, town, county, village 
district, or any other municipality, shall at the request of the owner, be restored to their premerger status and all 
zoning and tax maps shall be updated to identify the premerger boundaries of said lots or parcels as recorded at the 
appropriate registry of deeds, provided:  
       (a) The request is submitted to the governing body prior to December 31, 2016.  
       (b) No owner in the chain of title voluntarily merged his or her lots. If any owner in the chain of title voluntar-
ily merged his or her lots, then all subsequent owners shall be estopped from requesting restoration. The munici-
pality shall have the burden of proof to show that any previous owner voluntarily merged his or her lots.  
    III. All decisions of the governing body may be appealed in accordance with the provisions of RSA 676.  
    IV. Any municipality may adopt local ordinances, including ordinances enacted prior to the effective date of this 
section, to restore previously merged properties that are less restrictive than the provisions in paragraph I and II.  
    V. The restoration of the lots to their premerger status shall not be deemed to cure any non-conformity with ex-
isting local land use ordinances.  
    VI. Municipalities shall post a notice informing residents that any involuntarily merged lots may be restored to 
premerger status upon the owner's request. Such notice shall be posted in a public place no later than January 1, 
2012 and shall remain posted through December 31, 2016. Each municipality shall also publish the same or similar 
notice in its 2011 through 2015 annual reports.  
Source. 2011, 206:4, eff. July 24, 2011. 
 
This NOTICE shall remain posted until December 31, 2016. 
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Summary Report of Atkinson, NH Trust Funds 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































    










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































General Fund Reconciliation 
For Year Ended December 31, 2011 
(Unaudited) 
      
Cash on Hand:    
 General Account $7,892,269.66    
 Investments 7,070.93    
Total Cash on Hand      $7,899,340.59  
2011 Recapitulation 
Beginning Balance - January 1, 2011   $7,286,881.17  
Income:     
 Interest  $5,264.11   
 Receipts submitted by:    
  Tax Collector $15,708,690.89    
  Town Clerk 1,232,435.94    
  Departments 289,800.46    
  State of NH 456,079.23    
  Grants/Donations 17,285.00    
 Total Receipts   17,704,291.52   
  
Police Fund Dona-
tions    
  
D.A.R.E. Fund 
Donations    
  
Engineering De-
posits  2,686.62   
Total Income     17,712,242.25  
Expenditures - General  (17,097,013.83)  
 Police Fund Expenditures    
 D.A.R.E. Fund Expenditures  (715.00)  
 Engineering Expenditures  (2,054.00)  
Total Net Expenditures     (17,099,782.83) 
Ending Balance - December 31, 2011     $7,899,340.59  
      
    Respectfully submitted, 
      
    Susan Coppeta,  






Library Construction Bond 
Long Term Debt Summary 
  
Beginning Balance - January 1, 2011   $ 1,445,000.00   
 Principal Payment   $     (85,000.00)  
Ending Balance - December 31, 2011    $      1,360,000.00  
     
 Original Amount: $1,734,000.00    
 Premuim $19,500.00    
 Amt of Loan to be $1,714,500.00    
 Interest Rate: 4.57%   
 Term: 20 Years   
 First Payment Due: 2/14/2008   
     
 For Yr End: Principal Pmt Interest Pmt Principal Balance 
 12/31/2008  $         89,500.00   $         84,241.82  $          1,625,000.00  
 12/31/2009  $         90,000.00   $         74,987.50  $          1,535,000.00  
 12/31/2010  $         90,000.00   $         71,387.50  $          1,445,000.00  
 12/31/2011  $         85,000.00   $         67,787.50  $          1,360,000.00  
 12/31/2012  $         85,000.00   $         64,387.50  $          1,275,000.00  
 12/31/2013  $         85,000.00   $         60,775.00  $          1,190,000.00  
 12/31/2014  $         85,000.00   $         57,162.50  $          1,105,000.00  
 12/31/2015  $         85,000.00   $         53,550.00  $          1,020,000.00  
 12/31/2016  $         85,000.00   $         49,300.00  $             935,000.00  
 12/312017  $         85,000.00   $         45,050.00  $             850,000.00  
 12/31/2018  $         85,000.00   $         40,800.00  $             765,000.00  
 12/31/2019  $         85,000.00   $         36,550.00  $             680,000.00  
 1231/2020  $         85,000.00   $         32,300.00  $             595,000.00  
 12/31/2021  $         85,000.00   $         28,262.50  $             510,000.00  
 12/31/2022  $         85,000.00   $         24,225.00  $             425,000.00  
 12/31/2023  $         85,000.00   $         20,187.50  $             340,000.00  
 12/312024  $         85,000.00   $         16,150.00  $             255,000.00  
 12/31/2025  $         85,000.00   $         12,112.50  $             170,000.00  
 12/31/2026  $         85,000.00   $           8,075.00  $               85,000.00  
 12/31/2027  $         85,000.00   $           4,037.53  $                              -    






Road Bond Summary 
December 31, 2011 
Development / Builder     
       
       
American Tower Corp   $             25,000.00   $            25,000.00  
Cogswell Farm / Lemery Bldg Co   $           115,729.30   $            40,556.50  
Ind. Way / Eastern Seaboard #51   $             19,440.00   $            19,440.00  
Ind. Way / Eastern Seaboard #52   $             10,304.00   $            10,304.00  
Jameson Ridge   $           104,857.00   $          104,857.00  
Rock Ridge / Busby   $             14,700.00   $            14,700.00  12/21/2012 
6   
Total Road Projects - 
Bonds  $        290,030.30   $       214,857.50    
       
Main St / Malloy Properties   $             21,725.00   $                         -     
1   
Total Road Projects - 
Letter of Credit  $          21,725.00   $                        -      
       
Bittersweet Hill / Hoyt   $             47,000.00   $              1,312.83  
Industrial Way / N.E. Soils   $             25,000.00   $              5,082.43  
Industrial Way / GEX Publishing   $             13,284.00   $            14,407.89  
Jericho Estates / Reddy Home Bldrs   $             65,845.18   $              7,442.02  
Northeast Metal Spinning (erosion control)  $               1,300.00   $              1,313.09  
5   
Total Road Projects - 
Passbooks  $        152,429.18   $         29,558.26    
12   
Total Road 






School Impact Fees Summary  
December 31, 2011 
       
  2008 2009 2010 2011 Ending Balance 
# of Fees   1 1 8 4 14 
Total   $    $        2,164.39   $   355.06   $ 16,585.53   $       8,248.42   $         27,353.40  
       
       
   Impact Fees Commit By Selectmen for Tax Year 2011   $         20,000.00  
       
     Remaining Balance     $           7,353.40  
Conservation Commission Funds 
December 31, 2011 
  Beginning      Ending 
Bank Account   Balance Interest Deposits Withdrawals Balance 
TD Bank - Conservation   $      29,655.64   $     27.11   $   1,250.00   $     (6,563.44)  $         24,369.31  
TD Bank - Forestry Fund   $      22,815.62   $     24.09   $   4,529.67   $     (2,734.47)  $         24,634.91  
NH Publice Investment Pool   $    374,974.22      $   271.36     $       375,245.58  
Totals   $    427,445.48      $   322.56     $   5,779.67    $     (9,297.91)    $       424,249.80  
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2011 Tax Collector’s Report  
 
2011 was a confusing and difficult year for most of the Taxpayers of Atkinson. 
Remembering that our first Bill is an estimated Bill based on approximately 50% of the total of the prior year plus 
any changes to your assessment and the second Bill is based on the new “TAX RATE” multiplied by your As-
sessed Value minus your July Bill amount, 2011 had a re-evaluation thrown into the mix, this is for most the con-
fusing part. 
Now for the difficult part, one would guess that since we underwent a re-evaluation, which caused a reduction in 
our evaluations of approx 19.3%, with the exception of commercial properties, our tax bill would decrease, right? 
Wrong! You see, whenever a Municipality experiences a re-evaluation and an increased Tax Rate of approx .6% in 
the same year it becomes difficult to expect that. 
For some Taxpayers it is true that your Tax Bill will decrease, just as for some it will remain the same, while others 
will see an increase. The many variables can be discussed with Assessor, Mr. Rod Wood. 
So now that I have confused you, let me try to lift your spirits. Sue, your Deputy Tax Collector and I had a wonder-
ful year working as a team. We ended the year with a 96% collection rate. Thank you all for your efforts. I do un-
derstand that the unemployment situation isn’t much better so this rate just speaks to the fact our wonderful Town 
remains fiscally responsible. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Debra L. DeSimone CTC 
Tax Collector   












 DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION 
Municipal Services Division 
2011 Tax Rate Calculation 
  TOWN/CITY:    ATKINSON      
Gross Appropriations             4,636,811    
Less: Revenues             2,251,093    
Less: Shared Revenues                            -    
Add: Overlay                  34,182    
  War Service Credits                205,250     
      
Net Town Appropriation         2,625,150    
Special Adjustment     0   
      
Approved Town/City Tax Effort              2,625,150  TOWN RATE 
     3.14 
SCHOOL PORTION 
Net Local School Budget     0   
Regional School Apportionment       13,212,405     
Less: Equitable Education Grant       (1,047,436)   
      
State Education Taxes         2,050,668   LOCAL 
Approved School  Tax Effort            10,114,301  SCHOOL RATE 
     12.12 
      
STATE EDUCATION TAXES 
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) X     $2.325  STATE 
882,007,724           2,050,668  SCHOOL RATE 
Divide by local assessed valuation         2.48 
827,460,452         
Excess State Ed. Taxes Remitted to State    
    Pay to State → 0   
      
COUNTY PORTION 
Due to County     880,612    
Less: Shared Revenues     0    
      
Approved County Tax Effort                 880,612  COUNTY RATE 
     1.06 
     TOTAL RATE 
Total Property Taxes Assessed            15,670,731  18.80 
Less: War Service Credits              (205,250)  
Add:  Village District Commitments     0  
Total Property Tax Commitment         15,465,481   
      
PROOF OF RATE 
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment  
State Education Tax  (no utilities) 827,460,452              2.48         2,050,668    
All Other Taxes   834,474,852            16.32       13,620,063  
         15,670,731   
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Report of the Town Clerk 
 
I would like to express my sincere thanks to Deputy Town Clerk, Bonnie Jordan and Assistant Town Clerk, Kris-
ten LeBlanc for their support, excellent work, and dedication.  
The rabies clinic was held on Sunday, March 20, 2011 at the Atkinson Fire Station. I was able to license 40 dogs at 
this event, thanks to the fire department, the volunteers and veterinarian Joseph Guischard. 
On August 1, 2009, the State implemented a surcharge fee on the State’s portion of the motor vehicle registration. 
The State of New Hampshire cancelled this surcharge on July 1, 2011. Many of the residents have expressed to me 
how happy they are with this decision. 
I attended the New Hampshire City and Town Clerk’s Association’s Convention which was held on October 19, 
2011. The Secretary of State spoke about the 2012 Presidential Primary and offered some very important tips on 
how to expedite the absentee ballots out to our overseas military voters. A new vital records system should be up 
and running sometime next year. All of the clerk’s were happy with the presentation which showed us how user 
friendly this system will be.  Also you will be able to purchase a vital record on line in the near future after filing 
the proper paperwork. 
We are still working on implementing the usage of debit and credit cards in the office and on line.  
Looking forward to seeing each and every one of you next year! Should you have any questions or concerns, 
please feel free to contact our office and we will do our best to assist you. My mission is to go the extra mile to 
always provide you with the highest quality of customer service. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Rose M. Cavalear 
 
Atkinson Town Clerk 
Photo by Linda Hadwin 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK 
For Year Ending, December 31, 2011 
ATKINSON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
January 4, 2012 
 
BOAT PERMITS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------$4,049.00 
DOG LICENSES AND UNLICENSED FINES--------------------------------------------$8,529.00 
MARRIAGE LICENSES-----------------------------------------------------------------------$1,590.00 
MISCELLANEOUS – CERT, E-REG, POL, ARTC, POST, UCC-----------------------$5,994.71 
MOTOR VEHICLE FEES ----------------------------------------------------------------$1,232,435.94 




I hereby certify that the above is correct according to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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Report of the Technology Committee 
 
The Technology Committee has continued to manage the information technology (IT) operations for the Town. 
Our focus has been on improving the IT infrastructure in order to ensure that IT operations are reliable. We should 
soon have a climate controlled server room and this year we are introducing a warrant to improve the data wiring 
within Town Hall. Other activities have included replacement of obsolete hardware, bringing all department and 
committee heads on to the Town email server, and having all emails that are sent to or from a Town email account 
automatically archived for RSA 91-A compliance.  
Beyond some of the regular day to day management activities, 2011 saw the release of a new Town website. 
Wendy Barker, a committee member, volunteered her services to produce a high quality state of the art website. 
Wendy’s efforts have saved the Town thousands of dollars had the work been contracted and I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank Wendy for her efforts. The new website has taken all of the former separate Town web-
sites and integrated them into a single website. There is also government and community calendars as well as a 
search feature. Improvements are still underway; however, as Wendy is working on integrating video playback so 
that all Town meetings broadcast on ACTV will be available to view from the website. This will help to open up 
access to your Town government and it’s an improvement we are anxious to roll out.  
Besides the website improvements, we will also be working on introducing a document management solution. This 
was something that we identified as a need in our 2009 IT Assessment. The recent MRI study of the Police Depart-
ment also mentioned the need for a document management solution. By digitizing all of the Town documents, the 
physical documents can then be stored off-site negating the need to add additional costly storage space such as an 
addition to Town Hall. Also, should those documents get destroyed the Town will still have electronic copies.  
Finally, all documents would be indexable and searchable assisting in document lookups for things such as         
RSA 91-A requests.  
We look forward to continue to serve the Town in 2012.  
Respectfully submitted, 
Todd Barbera – Chair 
Technology Committee members: Tom Cannon, Wendy Barker 
Photo by Susan Ober 
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Report of the Atkinson Community Center  
and Senior Programs 
The Atkinson Community Center was alive with programs and events in 2011.  Our Center saw plenty of activity 
by over 40 nonprofit organizations for their weekly and monthly meetings as well as special events and gatherings, 
including annual events such as the Garden Club’s Green Sale, Women’s Civic Club’s Town Wide Yard Sale, 
Lion’s Club Citizen of the Year Celebration, Friends of Kimball Library’s Peddlers Market, Pancake Breakfasts, 
Red Cross blood drives, spaghetti suppers and more.    Many Town Committees and Departments also made good 
use of the Center for their meetings and events.  Line Dance, Square Dance, Dance Aerobics, and Zumba classes 
are offered here in the evening too. 
What an interesting Halloween 2011!  The early snowstorm affected all of southern New Hampshire and northern 
New England.  Most of our town residents experienced power outages for 2 ~ 5 days and unfortunately some of 
our residents suffered for a longer time.  During the power outage, our town officials, Recreation Commission and 
Lion’s Club once again managed to set up the Warming Center at the Community Center with the help of the com-
munity.  We served over 200 hot meals from Sunday to Tuesday, including lunch for the linemen who reinstalled 
the power lines.  This is another occasion where our town is fortunate to have this building to serve our commu-
nity. 
Individual town residents can rent the Community Center for private functions and business related events for a 
very reasonable fee.   The Center was put to good use for baby showers, bridal showers, birthday parties, anniver-
sary parties, wedding receptions, graduation parties, family reunions, family Thanksgiving parties, private parties, 
and weekly business meetings.   
The Community Center remains the focal point for so many of our senior citizens’ activities.  Luncheons with en-
tertainment were held throughout the year and are free to seniors 65 years old and older. Our seniors joined with 
the Salem Senior Center for Valentine’s Day, Halloween and holiday parties in the area.  We hold weekly Tai Chi, 
Yoga, Wellness Fitness and Bridge programs.  Veteran’s Club meetings and VNA Foot Clinics are held monthly.  
We sent our seniors on a four-day trip to the Finger Lakes region in NY. Our day trips included a Celtic’s game, 
Red Sox games, Foliage Trip to “Hobo Turkey Dinner” and Train Ride, musicals:  “Mary Poppins”, “King and I”, 
and “42nd Street”, Essex River Cruise, Foxwood  & Mohegan Sun Casinos, Indian Head Resort, Boston Flower 
Show, Pumpkin Festivals, and the last senior trip for 2011 was trip to Venus DeMilo- Winter Holiday Festival ~ A 
Day with Sinatra.       
Our program received some financial assistance in 2011!  In January we received a Mini-Grant of $1,700.00 from 
the New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services and the NH Area Health Education Centers to of-
fer the Chronic Disease Self Management Program (CDSMP).  This grant allowed one volunteer, Mrs. Robin Her-
nandez, to be trained as a CDSMP leader. Then Mrs. Hernandez and another leader offered a FREE 6-weeks Work 
Shop to over 20 Atkinson residents, mostly senior citizens.   
Also I would like to thank the Atkinson Women’s Civic Club, Atkinson Garden Club, Atkinson Lions Club, Girl 
Scouts and Boy Scouts for their generous donations and continuous volunteer services.  
New ideas are always welcome and with your input we will continue to grow and improve!  Thanks to all of the 






Report of the Recreation Commission 
 
Phase 2 of our East Road recreation project is completed.  The walking path around the fields and irrigation system 
were installed. The barn was cleaned up inside and new siding was applied. We reseeded and put down weed con-
trol on the fields.  Our fields are growing and look great and which will allow them to be ready for the season 
opening in this spring. Phase 3 remains and we have plans to install a bocce court and to plant shrubs for a natural 
barrier along the street.  
 Atkinson Recreation sponsored the 3rd annual town tree lighting at Dow Common and had a wonderful gathering 
of young and old for the event. The community sang carols lead by the Atkinson Academy Chorus as we awaited 
Santa’s arrival. All in attendance shared refreshments, made crafts, decorated cookies, picture taking with Santa, 
and enjoyed each other’s company at the Fire Station.   
 The Memorial Day Parade and ceremony was a wonderful event for all who came. Thanks to the Veterans Club 
and Girl Scouts for making sure that the standards and flags were properly placed on the veteran’s graves at the 
cemetery.  
 The Sun ‘N Fun program had another successful year with a new Director and two new Assistant directors.  The 
children enjoyed field trips, games, arts and crafts, exercise, and sports.  The weekly Farmers Market, sponsored 
by the Atkinson Women's Civic Club, and supported by Atkinson Recreation was another great success and the 
new Winter Farmers Market, held monthly, is off to a great start.  Our other annual events, the Easter Egg Hunt, 
Fishing Derby, Town Wide Clean-up, Ice Cream Social/Community Band Concert, and Make a Difference Day 
were all well attended and will return in 2012. And we have three trips to Boston Red Sox games planned for 2012 
as well. 
 Please see our recreation page on the town website, www.town-atkinsonnh.com/recreation for the latest  informa-
tion and photos from town events throughout the year. 
 Respectfully submitted, 





Highway Department Annual Report 
2011 was a Year of Intensity 
 
Budget season went well with the budget and warrant articles approved with the appropriate increases. Then it be-
gan to snow. Then it snowed some more, until we needed to start removing snow from intersections for visibility. 
Finally the weather pattern changed and we actually had an early start to the construction season. One of the nicest 
days of the spring was the Atkinson Youth Baseball and Softball’s Cleanup Day. It was a day of great participation 
from the parents for a cleanup that would greatly benefit the children.  
In May the selectmen also asked the Highway Department to install a walking path and fence at our new park on 
East Road. This project went well, on time and under budget. In June the Highway Department got back to work 
cutting brush, grant applications and unfunded state mandates. One such mandate was that we could no longer cut 
Japanese Knotweed. We had to develop a plan to spray this invasive species in order to eradicate it without spread-
ing it. 
In July Busby Construction started work on our reconstruction projects on Hovey Meadow and Merrill Drive. We 
added the appropriate drainage, ground up the asphalt where needed and repaved.  We also paved Hoyt Circle to 
complete that neighborhood. It was a pleasure to work with Busby Construction and Brox, which resulted in a pro-
ject of which we can all be proud. Our fall season included crack sealing, removing rocks out of the right-of-ways, 
grinding stumps within the right-of-ways and routine hot top repairs. We also did drainage projects on Jericho 
Road while dealing with severe storms.  
October is the start of our budget season, necessitating the development bid specifications and working with the 
appropriate boards. We experienced the bizarre early snowfall that damaged a large number of oak trees which still 
had leaves, blocking roads and taking out power lines. Atkinson was declared a disaster area once again by FEMA.  
The remainder of the year was spent cleaning up after this storm, removing trees and debris from our right-of-
ways, vacuuming leaves and cleaning out catch basins and culverts, finishing the budget process, accepting Brush-
wood Drive and preparing once again for the snow that will eventually come. 
Once again I would like to thank my staff, Dave Witley, Joe Martin, and my assistant Josh Dugdale. Without them 
my job would be impossible. I would also like to thank Barbara Snicer and Sandra LeVallee. Barbara’s tireless 
efforts to keep the town running smoothly short handed was impressive to watch, and Sandra’s guidance in budget-
ary affairs and spending controls made it possible for me to get through the year without over-spending my budget. 
I would like to thank the rest of the town hall staff who made it a pleasant work atmosphere. I want to encourage 
the resident of Atkinson to continue support the Atkinson Highway Department and the funding to maintain our 
infrastructure.  








Article # Name Passed $ Failed $ 
    
2011-2 Trucking Restrictions X  
2011-3 Operating Budget $3,966,546.00  
2011-4 Open Space Land Purchase  $161,000.00 
2011-5 Community Center Repairs $10,000.00  
2011-6 Fire Station Roof $46,080.00  
2011-7 Police Station Chimney $2,500.00  
2011-8 Town Hall Fire Protection  $60,000.00 
2011-9 Town Hall Generator  $35,000.00 
2011-10 Replace Thow Hall Rear Sidewalk  $12,000.00 
2011-11 Woodlock Park Irrigation  $12,500.00 
2011-12 Recreation Capital Reserve  $10,000.00 
2011-13 Conflict of Interest Amendment X  
2011-14 Land Use Change Tax X  
2011-15 Fire Dept Command Unit $40,000.00  
2011-16 Fire Dept Capital Reserve $60,000.00  
2011-17 Default Budget X  
2011-18 Hovey Meadow Road $132,100.00  
2011-19 Hoyt Circle $12,300.00  
2011-20 Merrill Drive $85,000.00  
2011-21 Expendable Winter Trust Fund  $15,000.00 
2011-22 Discontinue Library Capital Reserve X  
2011-23 Library Generator  $50,000.00 
2011-24 Televise Library Trustees' Meetings $1,000.00  
2011-25 Mosquito Control Expendable Trust $46,470.00  
2011-26 Police Cruiser #1 $23,500.00  
2011-27 Police Cruiser #2 $26,315.00  
2011-28 Ashford Drive X  
2011-29 Brittany Lane X  
2011-30 Blackford Drive X  
2011-31 Designate Road Acceptance X  
2011-32 Re-purpose Cable Capital Reserve  X 
2011-33 Clerical Position  $9,200.00 
2011-34 Recreation Commission X  
    




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
TOWN OF ATKINSON 
2012 Town Meeting Warrant 
 
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Atkinson, in the County of Rockingham, in the State of New Hampshire, 
qualified to vote in Town affairs: 
 
First Session of the Annual Meeting  (Deliberative): 
You are hereby notified to meet at the Dyke Auditorium of the Atkinson Academy, 17 Academy Avenue in 
Atkinson, New Hampshire, on Saturday, the 4th day of February, 2012, at 10 o’clock in the morning, to deliberate 
on the articles included in the Warrant.  This session shall consist of explanation, discussion and debate of Warrant 
Articles 2012-4 through 2012-34.  Warrant articles may be amended at this session per RSA 40:13, IV, with the 
exception of warrant articles whose wording is prescribed by law and cannot be amended per RSA 40:13 IV (a).  
Warrant articles that are amended shall be placed on the Official Ballot for a final vote on the main motion as 
amended. 
 
Second Session of the Annual Meeting  (Voting): 
You are hereby also notified to meet on Tuesday, the 13th day of March 2012, at 7:30 in the morning, at the 
Atkinson Community Center, 4 Main Street in Atkinson, New Hampshire, to vote by Official Ballot on the election 
of Town Officials and on all Warrant Articles.  By vote of the Selectmen, the polls for the meeting will remain 
open from 7:30 in the morning until 8 o’clock in the evening. 
 
Article 2012-1 Choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.  (March 13, 2012 only) 
 
Article 2012-2 Substandard Lots  (March 13, 2012 only) 
 Are you in favor of an amendment to Zoning Article IV  Section 400:3 by Amending “Section 400:3 
a” to read:  “Any building or use otherwise permitted in the district shall be permitted on a substandard lot, 
provided that such substandard lot is legally buildable in all other respects as of the effective date of this 
ordinance and amendments, or at any time thereafter.”; 
 And by Deleting “Section 400:3b”; 
 And by Amending “Section 400:3 c” to read: “The Board of Adjustment may grant Special  
Exception to the requirements of subparagraph ‘a’ above…”; 
 And by Renaming Section 400:3 as “Substandard Lots”? 
Recommended by the Planning Board 
 
Article 2012-3 Technical Review   (March 13, 2012 only) 
 Are you in favor of an amendment to the Building Code Ordinance to Add the following new 
paragraph to Section 400: 
 “440:  The Building Inspector may require a professional engineering review or other type of 
technical review as deemed necessary.  The cost of such review shall be borne by the Applicant.”? 
Recommended by the Planning Board 
Article 2012-4 Multiple-Year Collective Bargaining Agreement 
 Shall the Town of Atkinson vote to approve the cost item included in the collective bargaining 
agreement reached between the Town of Atkinson and the Teamsters, Local 633 which calls for the 
following increases in salaries and benefits at the current staffing level: 
    Fiscal Year  Estimated Increase 
        2012    $8,500 
        2013   $10,000 
        2014   $11,500 
And further to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($8,500) for the 
current fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and 
benefits required by the new agreement over those that would be paid at current staffing levels?   
        Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 




Article 2012-5 Authorization for Special Meeting on Defeated Collective Bargaining Agreement  
 Shall the Town of Atkinson, if Article #4 is defeated, authorize the governing body to call one 
special meeting, at its option, to address Article #4 cost items only? 
 
Article 2012-6 Operating Budget 
 Shall the Town of Atkinson raise and appropriate as an Operating Budget, not including 
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth 
on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth 
therein, totaling Three Million Nine Hundred Ninety-one Thousand Four Hundred Twenty-one Dollars 
($3,991,421)?  Should this article be defeated, the default budget shall be Three Million Nine Hundred Twelve 
Thousand Six Hundred Five Dollars ($3,912,605), which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required 
by previous action of the Town of Atkinson or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in 
accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. 
 
Article 2012 -7 Disabled Exemption 
 Under RSA 72:37-b, shall the Town, modify the Disabled Exemption Requirements and Conditions 
C. to read “The  taxpayer must have a net income of less than $34,700 if single, or, if married, a combined 
net income of less than $43,500 during the year preceding said April 1st .  ALL FIGURES LISTED FOR 
INCOME MUST BE FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR.”                                 Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No - 0  
 
Article 2012-8 Establish A Capital Improvement Committee 
 Are you in favor of authorizing the Board of Selectmen to establish a Capital Improvement 
Program Committee, per RSA 674:5?  If approved, the Selectmen will appoint a volunteer committee of 
qualified individuals to prepare and amend a  recommended program of Municipal Capital Improvement 
Projects (CIP) projected over a period of at least six (6) years; the sole purpose of the CIP shall be to aid the 
Selectmen and Budget Committee in their consideration of the annual budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No - 0 
 
Article 2012-9 Repair Fire Station Sidewalk 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eleven Thousand Dollars ($11,000) to 
repair the sidewalk on the east side of the building, bringing it into compliance with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA)?  This article will lapse at the completion of the project or December 31, 2017, whichever 
comes first, and is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 0, Abstain – 1, No - 6 
 
Article 2012-10 Repair Town Hall Sidewalk 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eleven Thousand Dollars ($11,000) to 
repair the sidewalk on the back of the building, bringing it into compliance with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA)?  This article will lapse at the completion of the project or December 31, 2017, whichever 
comes first, and is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 0, Abstain – 1, No - 6 
  
Article 2012-11 Improve Cemetery Roads 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Seven Thousand Nine Hundred 
Dollars ($7,900) to improve the roads in both the “New Section” and “Section 3” of the Cemetery?  This 
article will lapse at the completion of the project or December 31, 2017, whichever comes first, and is in addition 
to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 2, Abstain – 1, No –0 








Article 2012-12 Town Forest – Pettengill Parcel 
 Shall the Town vote to designate the two-acre Pettengill Parcel (Map 10  Lot 8) purchased by the 
Conservation Commission in 2011, as an Atkinson Town Forest, to be managed by the Conservation 
Commission, under the provisions of RSA 31:112? 
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No - 0 
 
Article 2012-13 Conservation Commission Membership 
 Shall the Town modify the membership of the Conservation Commission as follows:  “The 
Conservation Commission shall consist of seven members and up to three alternates with three-year terms, 
as provided for under RSA 36-A:3”? 
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No - 0 
 
Article 2012-14 Move Elderly Affairs 
 Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of Zero Dollars ($0) and not move the Elderly Affairs 
Department to the Atkinson Community Center not to consolidate both the Senior Recreation Programs 
and Elderly Affairs into one location?  This article will lapse at the completion of the project or December 31, 
2017, whichever comes first, and is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 0, Abstain – 0, No – 3 
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 1, Abstain – 1, No - 5 
 
Article 2012-15 Director of Elderly Affairs 
 Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of One Dollar ($1) to fund the position of Director of 
Elderly Affairs?  This article will lapse at the completion of the project or December 31, 2017, whichever comes 
first, and is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 1, Abstain – 0, No – 2 
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 0, Abstain – 1, No -6 
 
Article 2012-16 Fire Department Capital Reserve 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ninety Thousand Dollars ($90,000) to be 
added to the Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund, previously established for the purpose of acquiring fire 
equipment and vehicles, as outlined in the Board of Engineers; Capital Improvement Plan?  This Special 
Article is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget.   
                                           Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No - 0 
Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 6, Abstain – 1, No – 0 
 
Article 2012-17 Shim and Overlay Roads 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Ninety-four Thousand 
Dollars ($194,000) to shim and overlay the following:  1.4 miles of Sawyer Avenue, 0.4 mile of Providence 
Hill Road, 0.15 mile of Geary Lane and 0.22 mile of Bluebird Lane, under the direction of the Road Agent?  
This Special Article is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budge 
 Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 
Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 6, Abstain – 1, No - 0 
 
Article 2012-18 Brendan Road Culvert 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-eight Thousand Dollars ($38,000) to 
rehabilitate a culvert on Brendan Road, under the direction of the Road Agent?  This article will lapse at the 
completion of the project or December 31, 2017, whichever comes first, and is in addition to Article 2012-6, the 
Operating Budget.                                        
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No - 0 









Article 2012-19 Millstream Drive Bridge  
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eighty-six Thousand Four Hundred Sixty-
five Dollars ($86,465) to repair the Millstream Drive Bridge, under the supervision of the Road Agent, such 
funds to come from the Undesignated Fund Balance?  This article will lapse at the completion of the project or 
December 31, 2017, whichever comes first, and is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
         Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No - 0 
Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 6, Abstain – 1, No – 0 
 
Article 2012-20 Purchase Highway Department Truck 
 Shall the Town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a five-year lease/purchase 
agreement in the amount of Ninety-seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($97,500), payable over a term of 
Five (5) years for a second truck for the Highway Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of 
Seventeen Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars ($17,900) for the first year’s payment for that purpose?  This 
agreement does not contain an escape clause. 
(3/5 ballot vote required)                                                                                Selectmen:  Yes – 2, Abstain – 0, No -1 
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 2, Abstain – 1, No - 4 
 
Article 2012-21 Mosquito Control Expendable Trust 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-eight Thousand Dollars ($48,000) for 
the purpose of Mosquito Control, such funds to be put into the Mosquito Control Expendable Trust created 
for that purpose, and to name the Selectmen as agents to expend this money? 
                                   Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 
Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 6, Abstain – 1, No - 0 
 
Article 2012-22 Repair Police Station 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-five Thousand Dollars ($45,000) to 
remove and replace the distribution ductwork, and replace the ceiling tiles and ceiling insulation disturbed 
during this replacement?  This article will lapse at the completion of the project or December 31, 2017, 
whichever comes first, and is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 
Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 6, Abstain – 1, No - 0 
 
Article 2012-23 New Police Cruiser 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand Five Hundred Dollars 
($30,500) to purchase and outfit a new Police Cruiser, and to take Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16,000) from 
the Police Department’s Outside Detail Account, adopted for this purpose, leaving Fourteen Thousand Five 
Hundred Dollars ($14,500) to be raised by taxes, and to allow one of the Town’s cruisers to be transferred to 
the Elderly Affairs Department, all costs of re-lettering the Elderly Affairs’ vehicle will be paid for from the 
Atkinson Police Charitable Fund?  This is a Special Article in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 
Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 5, Abstain – 1, No - 1 
 
Article 2012-24 Sixth Full-Time Officer 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-six Thousand Dollars ($46,000) to 
fund the position for a sixth full-time Police Officer?  These funds will be used to pay this officer’s salary and 
benefits from June 1, 2012 through December 31, 2012.  This officer’s estimated annual salary and benefits for 
2013 will be Eighty-Thousand Six Dollars ($80,006), subject to annual funding.  This appropriation may be 
reimbursed by State and Federal funds for which the Town may become eligible through a Federal Grant 
application.  This is a Special Article in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget.                                  
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No - 0 








Article 2012-25 Recreation Capital Reserve 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand Five Hundred Dollars 
($12,500) for the Recreation Capital Reserve Fund, established in 2004 for the purpose of acquisition, 
design, renovation and development of recreation fields and facilities?  This article is in addition to Article 
2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 2, Abstain – 1, No – 4 
 
Article 2012-26 Repurpose the Cable Capital Reserve Fund 
 Shall the Town vote to change the purpose of the Cable Capital Reserve Fund, established in 1994 
to develop and equip a facility for the Atkinson Community Television, to include Information Technology 
(IT) services?  The Capital Reserve Fund will be called the Communication/IT Capital Reserve Fund, for the 
purpose of purchasing equipment and software and paying for facility needs to support all aspects of Atkinson 
Community Television (ACTV), including all cameras, servers, software, computers, streaming equipment, 
Internet and peripherals, as well as any facility needs required to support it, and the Town’s IT needs which include 
all servers, networking equipment, software, telephone systems, computers, Internet and peripherals, as well as any 
facility needs required to support it.  This fund should also be used to support future technology changes for both 
ACTV and IT not explicitly listed herein. 
(2/3 vote required)                                                                                         Selectmen:  Yes – 2, Abstain – 0, No – 1 
 
Article 2012-27 Town Hall Data Rewiring 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand One Hundred Dollars 
($8,100) for the purpose of replacing the inadequate data cabling within Town Hall, to better support the 
telephone and computer networks, such funds to be deducted from the repurposed Communication/IT 
Capital Reserve Fund?  Should Article 2012-26 not pass, Eight Thousand One Hundred Dollars ($8,100) shall be 
raised by taxation.  This article will lapse at the completion of the project or December 31, 2017, whichever comes 
first, and is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 2, Abstain – 0, No – 1 
Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 6, Abstain – 1, No - 0 
 
Article 2012-28 Town Hall Security 
 Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) to increase the 
security at Town Hall?  This is a Non-Lapsing Article in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget.   
                                     Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 0, Abstain – 1, No – 6 
 
Article 2012-29 Town Hall Renovation 
 Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to 
renovate the Town Clerk’s and Tax Collector’s offices to conform to the requirements of the New 
Hampshire Department of Labor (LAB 1403.01)?  This article will lapse at the completion of the project or 
December 31, 2017, whichever comes first, and is in addition to Article 2012-6, the Operating Budget. 
Selectmen:  Yes – 3, Abstain – 0, No – 0 
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee:  Yes – 0, Abstain – 1, No - 6 
 
Article 2012-30 Heritage Commission  (by petition) 
 “To see if the Town will vote to establish a Heritage Commission and a Heritage Fund in 
accordance with the provisions of RSA 673 and RSA 674.  The Heritage Commission shall not function as an 
Historic District Commission and shall only have advisory powers, except for town-owned property placed in the 
Heritage Commission’s care.  The Heritage Commission shall consist of 7 full members and up to 5 alternate 
members appointed by the Board of Selectmen pursuant to RSA 673:4-a and RSA 673:5.  One member of the 
Heritage Commission shall be a selectman, two members shall be appointed from the Atkinson Historical Society, 
two members shall be appointed from the Atkinson Library Trustees, and the remaining two members shall be 
from the community at large. 
Passage of this warrant article authorizes the Heritage Commission to manage, maintain,  and regulate the use of 




Article 2012-31 Legal Expenses  (by petition) 
 “To see if the Town will vote to prohibit the Board of Selectmen from spending taxpayer money on 
public officials personal legal fees for which the taxpayers have no direct liability.” 
 
When passed, this warrant article will become effective immediately. 
 
Article 2012-32 Meetings Posting  (by petition) 
 “To see if the Town will vote to direct the Board of Selectmen to post all meeting notices on the 
Town website.  If this article passes, this will fulfill one of the two public posting requirements.”  
 
Article 2012-33 Property Assessment Methods  (by petition) 
 Shall the Town vote to direct the Board of Selectmen to continue to abide by the most recent edition 
of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), developed by the Assessing 
Standards Board under RSA 21-J:11-a?  
 
Article 2012-34 Elderly Affairs Program  (by petition) 
 To see if the municipality will vote to have the Elderly Affairs Department established in 1993, 










 William G. Friel, Chairman 
 
 
 Fred J. Childs, Jr 
 
 











Summary of 2012 Money Warrant Articles 
 
Article # Name       BC Rec Not BC Rec 
 
2012-4  Collective Bargaining Agreement     $8,500 
2012-6  Operating Budget              3,991,421      $128,858 
2012-9  Repair Fire Station Sidewalk               11,000 
2012-10 Repair Town Hall Sidewalk               11,000 
2012-11 Improve Cemetery Roads        7,900 
2012-14 Move Elderly Affairs                  -0- 
2012-15 Director of Elderly Affairs                       1 
2012-16 Fire Department Capital Reserve      90,000 
2012-17 Shim and Overlay Roads      194,000 
2012-18 Brendan Road Culvert        38,000 
2012-19 Millstream Drive Bridge        86,465 
2012-20 Purchase Highway Dept Truck              17,900 
2012-21 Mosquito Control Expendable Trust       48,000 
2012-22 Repair Police Station         45,000 
2012-23 New Police Cruiser         30,500 
2012-24 Sixth Full-Time Officer        46,000 
2012-25 Recreation Capital Reserve               12,500 
2012-27 Town Hall Data Rewiring          8,100 
2012-28 Town Hall Security                  5,000 
2012-29 Town Hall Renovations               20,000 
         _________       ________ 




Report of the Kimball Library 
Mission Statement 
The Kimball Library is dedicated to the common good by serving the informational, educational, cultural, and 
recreational needs of the Atkinson community and by encouraging its patrons in the lifelong pursuit of learning 
and personal growth.    The library will be responsive to the needs of its diverse users, advocate and support the 
use of appropriate technology, build an excellent collection, commit itself to the highest ideals of library service 
and the principles of intellectual freedom and provide a welcoming meeting place for the community. 
The Kimball Library continues to see the popularity of ebooks continue to grow. The library pays a yearly fee to be 
part of the NH Downloadable Books Consortium.  This service allows Kimball Library card holders access to 
6,000+ audio books and over 2,500 ebooks.  The library has taken access to ebooks one step further with the pur-
chase of ebooks just for Kimball Library card holders.  What this means for you is more availability of titles and 
shorter wait periods.  As of December 31, 2011, the library owns 145 popular ebook titles.  This collection will 
continue to grow in 2012.   Please let the library know what ebook titles you’re interested in reading.  The library 
also loans five Kindle ereaders and one Nook.  The library staff is available to answer your questions about ebooks 
and ereaders. 
In September, the Kimball Library Trustees signed an agreement with the Plaistow and Sandown Public Libraries 
to form the Southern New Hampshire Library Cooperative (SNHLC).  This is only the second library cooperative 
in the State of New Hampshire, and we are all very proud of this accomplishment.  What this means for our Atkin-
son residents is a new integrated library system (ILS) called Koha.  Koha is the first open-source ILS.  Its develop-
ment is steered by a growing community of libraries collaborating to achieve their technology goals.  The new ILS 
will be launched in early 2012. 
In our effort to support lifelong learning, the Kimball Library introduced a new online continuing education pro-
gram called Universal Class.  Universal Class offers over 500 classes with remote 24/7 access via the Internet.  
Each class has a real instructor who will be reviewing your progress.  Each Kimball Library card holder can have 
five active classes at one time and each class must be completed within 6 months.  There is no limit on the amount 
of people who can sign up for any one class.    The available subjects include: Computer training (Microsoft 2007 
Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Publisher, Outlook), Personal Finance, Business, Health Services Training, Professional 
Development, Music & Painting, Job Search (resume writing, interviewing skills), and much more.  If you don’t 
have access to the internet from home the library has fourteen public access computers for you to use.   
The 2011 Summer Reading program “One World Many Stories” was designed to learn more about world coun-
tries, people and their customs.  The program was a huge success.  There were a total of 129 children, Grades K-5, 
who participated in the program.   
The Young Adult program “You Are Here” had a total of 122 middle and high school students sign up for the pro-
gram.  Many local businesses donated prizes for both Summer Reading programs. 
The library’s long time Children Librarian, Carolyn Birr, retired at the end of 2011.  Carolyn worked for the Kim-
ball Library for 26 years.  We are thankful Carolyn will continue in the children’s room on a part time basis to help 
everyone transition to their new roles.   
The library added some new faces to the staff with Judy Marden joining in March and Jessica Drouin in December. 




A great way to keep up on what’s happening at the Kimball Library is to check out our website at 
www.kimballlibrary.com, subscribe to our e-newsletter, “like” us on FaceBook or follow us on Twitter.   
The Kimball Library has museum passes to eight area museums.  Each museum pass gives a discount on admis-






We are very grateful for all the work the Friends of the Kimball Library do for the Kimball Library.  Through their 
fund raising efforts we are able to bring you museum passes and children & adult programming throughout the 
year.  The Friends also provide us with many hours of volunteerism. 
Special thanks go out to the Kimball Library staff, all our volunteers, the Friends of the Kimball Library, and our 
Trustees who have worked very hard this past year to make the Kimball Library a success.  
Respectfully submitted, 




Total Circulation for 2011 83,094 items 
Total Programs offered (Adult & Children) 583  
Total Patrons at the end of 2011  4,323 
Total Collection Size at the end of 2011  39,654 
Items added to collection   2,950 
Items deleted from collection   1,023 





For the Year Ending December 31, 2011 
 
 Income  
  Book Shop 934.98 
  Copy 2,181.90 
  Debit card Reimb for DVD 1,417.19 
  Donations1  
   General donations received 39,066.67 
   Ruth Campbell Fund Grant 1,182.06 
  Total Donations1 40,248.73 
  Fines  
   Books 5,775.06 
   DVD 4,231.74 
   Fines - Other 15.00 
  Total Fines 10,021.80 
  Friends of Library Donation  
   Jack Frost Jamboree 150.00 
   Friends of Library Donation - Other 1,160.50 
  Total Friends of Library Donation 1,310.50 
  Interest  
   Fine #6606 16.11 
   General #2594 32.65 
   LeBosquet Fund 73.59 
   Savings #6453 27.37 
  Total Interest 149.72 
  Miscellaneous  
   Coffee 385.00 
   Decals 35.00 
   Miscellaneous - Other 970.22 
  Total Miscellaneous 1,390.22 
  Non-Resident Card 390.00 
  Reimbursement from Town of Atki 3,625.79 
 Total Income 61,670.83 





For the Year Ending December 31, 2011 
(cont.) 
 
 Expense  
  Capital Improvements  
   Lighting 821.81 
   Capital Improvements - Other 1,140.00 
  Total Capital Improvements 1,961.81 
  Coffee 193.31 
  Fed Tax Withheld on TD acct 0.99 
  Library Programs 86.11 
  Library Supplies 2,423.55 
  Materials  
   Books 2,064.10 
   Downloadable Books 1,199.94 
   DVD 6,439.55 
   Software 2,524.99 
  Total Materials 12,228.58 
  Materials & Equipment 8,428.87 
  Membership Dues 425.00 
  Misc.  
   Flowers 67.50 
   Tree Removal 480.00 
   Misc. - Other 1,472.45 
  Total Misc. 2,019.95 
  Museum Passes 490.00 
  Programs/Misc  
   Friends 1,119.55 
   Promotional Items/Staff Gifts 1,619.46 
   Programs/Misc - Other 822.67 
  Total Programs/Misc 3,561.68 
  Training 1,560.67 
  USPS 110.87 
 Total Expense 33,491.39 





For the Year Ending December 31, 2011 
(cont.) 
ASSETS    
 Current Assets  
  Checking/Savings  
   Pentucket Bank - CD 50,000.00 
   TD Bank - Fines 11,878.68 
   TD Bank - General 35,843.81 
   TD Bank - Savings 14,646.31 
  Total Checking/Savings 112,368.80 
 Total Current Assets 112,368.80 
TOTAL ASSETS 112,368.80 
LIABILITIES & EQUITY  
 Liabilities   
  Current Liabilities  
   Accounts Payable  
    Accounts Payable 507.75 
   Total Accounts Payable 507.75 
  Total Current Liabilities 507.75 
 Total Liabilities 507.75 
 Equity    
  Opening Balance Equity 85,365.59 
  Retained Earnings -1,176.23 
  Net Income 27,671.69 
 Total Equity 111,861.05 
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 112,368.80 
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Atkinson Community Television (ACTV-20) 
 
2011 came and went in a flurry of activity. The Town opened the Formal Franchise Renewal Process, in accor-
dance with Federal Law, to process Comcast's request to renew their Cable Franchise with the Town, which ex-
pires in 2014. Expect to hear more about this in 2012 as the Selectmen and the Cable Advisory Committee seek 
your input for the negotiations. ACTV-20 began cablecasting the Library Trustees meetings in May at the request 
of the voters (via warrant article). The IT Committee launched the new Town website in October, which promises 
the real possibility in 2012 of on-demand Internet viewing of the government meetings we cablecast, something on 
my and the IT Committee's To-Do list for several years. 
Like over-the-air TV stations did in 2009, Comcast stopped providing Analog TV signals in November, so now 
everyone needs a Digital Cable Convertor Box/Adapter to receive more than Basic Cable, i.e. over-the-air TV Sta-
tions plus ACTV-20, on any TV. Analog TV's can no longer receive even Basic Cable without a box. This change-
over affected both the residents and the Town, so I spent many hours replacing and rewiring equipment related to 
this Digital changeover. Changes in technology usually lead to changes in other areas, and so I also spent time up-
dating the way ACTV-20 operates to make us more efficient and provide the kinds of services you need and re-
quest. 
This year also marked the end of ACTV-20's latest Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), a plan set in motion before I 
started working here in 2007. Though circumstances in the Town, economy and technology necessitated detours 
more than once, that CIP was the road map used to guide our course. In 2012, ACTV-20 will submit a new CIP, 
one which should nudge us closer to full High-Definition production standards (a process started with the purchase 
of HD studio cameras in 2006). 
Lastly, this year closed on a bittersweet note, with the resignation of long-time cameraperson, Theresa Leppala. 
Her new full-time job proved incompatible with her position at ACTV-20, so we wish her all the best. With 
Theresa's departure and other attrition in ACTV staff over the years, it was time to hire new camerapeople/crew 
members, so expect to see new faces behind the scenes if you attend the live cablecast of a government meeting in 
2012. This year, focus at ACTV-20 will go back to developing Public Access, both shows and volunteers, but for 
that, I need your help. My job title is PEG (Public, Education, Government) Access Studio Coordinator, and my 
purpose is to coordinate/facilitate how residents want to utilize this Access Channel. Without your input, I must 
rely on what I believe you want to see on ACTV-20. Remember the slogan that appears on ACTV-20's Community 
Bulletin Board: “You are watching ACTV. Your Community … Your Channel”.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
David A. Williams 
 
 
Photo by Susan Ober 
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Report of the Atkinson Fire Department – 2011 
 
There is a long standing sense of pride and satisfaction in being a member of a volunteer/call fire department that 
extends throughout the country.  That is the proud feeling you get when you are able to help a neighbor in a time of 
need, or the smile or hand shake you get from someone you may or may not know. They know you as the member 
of the Fire/Ems squad that came to their aid when they were having a bad day.  There are thirty seven members of 
the AFD that continue to show a high level of dedication to serve the town and its’ residents. Over the years many 
of them have continued to advance their education in both fire and medical services, to be ready in your time of 
need. I can assure you that when you may have the need to call 911, we will be ready and well prepared to assist 
you and your love ones. 
 There are a few members that I would like to recognize for their years of service to the community as members of 
the Fire Department.   John Rockwell has been a member for 45 years and Albert Apitz has been a member for 40 
years.  They continue to be a valuable asset to the department working with the new members as well as the entire 
department.  
We continue to monitor the future needs of the department and ask for your support for our capital improvement 
plan.  We are also collecting data to determine the need for full time personnel, and at this time due to the dedica-
tion of our current membership, we feel there is no immediate need to move in this direction. 
As I enter the twenty-second year as Chief,  I look forward to the challenges ahead and I will continue to work  to 
provide the best trained  personnel  and equipment to achieve the highest level of safety for our members and the  
community. The entire membership and I wish to thank the Townspeople for their continued support in providing 
us with the tools we need to perform our jobs safely and to the best of our abilities in the quest to protect life and 
property. Your donations throughout the years are appreciated and have allowed the Fire Fighters Association to 
purchase equipment for both Fire and medical services that benefits us all. 
What makes the department function, are its members and we are always looking for new people. If you are inter-
ested in helping out your community as part of the Fire Department, contact us at 362-4203 or stop by and visit us. 
Respectively submitted, 








 Photo by Andy Levine 
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Fire Department Response to Emergency Calls -  2011 
This year the 37 members of the Fire Department responded to 575 incidents (an increase of approximately 3% 
from 2010) and logged over 6800 hours in paid responses, training and continuing education in both the fire and 
medical fields, while also volunteering an additional 3800 hrs in other supporting activities.  
 
 
Emergency Medical Services Details 
 
 
Medical Calls 340  Smoke Investigations 13 
Motor Vehicle Accidents 38  Power Lines down 17 
Building Fires 8  Water Problems 4 
Vehicle Fires 7  Grass/Woods Fire 1 
Chimney Fires 3  Illegal Burns & Misc 15 
Alarm Activations 98  Hazardous Materials 9 
C/O Activations 9  Mutual Aid (3 recvd & 13 given) 16 
Medical Emergency Incidents 408  Patients Treated 414 
Photo by Linda Hadwin 
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Building Department Annual Report  2011 
 
2011 construction projects consisted mainly of re-roofs and replacement septic systems and generator installations, 
a very similar pattern to 2009 and 2010.  There was a slight increase in new construction of single family homes 
All Inspectors are readily available on Monday evenings from 6:30PM to 8:00PM for questions and permit appli-
cation and can be contacted for inspections directly on their voice mail numbers and will respond to all calls in a 
timely manner.    
Building Inspector & Code Enforcement Officer: 362-1057 (Bob Jones and Jim Kirsch) 
Electrical Inspector:    362-1070  (Dave Pallaria) 
Plumbing & Gas Inspector :  362-1071  (Bill Ashford) 
Health Officer:  362-1073  (Mike Dorman) 
Fire Inspectors:  Atkinson Fire Station – 362-4203 (Chuck Earley, Chief Mike Murphy) 
 
**Remember obtaining a permit is just the first step, inspections must be done and Certificates of Completion or 
Occupancy must be issued to complete the project. 
The Atkinson Web Site www.town-atkinsonnh.com  has  information on permit requirements. 
Building Code Section 620:1 states that all conventionally constructed buildings shall conform to and comply with 
the New Hampshire State Building Codes which includes State Fire Codes. 
During 2011 there were 197 Building Permits issued for the following: 
Residential New Single Family (7)    Foundations (8)     
Residential teardown and rebuilds (2)  
Extra Features: Pools (8)    Sheds (5) detached garages (1) Decks and Porches new and rebuilt (16) 
In -LawApartments (5)  
Remodel:  Siding (5) Windows, Roofs (50)  Kitchen or Bath Remodel (14)  Additions and Finish Up (7) Commer-
cial Refits (7) Finish Basements (4)  Other  (18) 
Repairs: (doors, windows, ice and water damage)  (35) 
Demolition:  Buildings  (3) Remove pools (2) 
 
In addition there were numerous permits for generator installations. 
Total estimated value of construction $ 4,390,970, up over $1 million from 2010. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert Jones, Building Inspector 
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Report of the Planning Board   2011 
 
On the whole, a very quiet year, with probably the fewest ever applications for the Planning Board to act on.  We 
dispensed with most of our Workshops, as we were able to conduct Workshop activities during our required 
monthly meetings.  
 Zoning and Ordinances 
 Items voted and passed at Town Meeting 2010 include: 
  Zoning Amendment to amend Article V Section 510: Permitted Uses by adding  
  “nn” in order to restrict trucking between 9 PM and 6 AM to any site on a regular basis. 
Projects 
 Commercial: 
  Site Plan approved for Hampstead Area Water Company to add a pumphouse off Pope Road,                  
  Map 12 Lot 1 
  Site Plan amended to add parking at 2 Industrial Way Map 16 Lot 54 
  Site Plan amended to add a truck scale for Windfield Alloy at 2 Route 111, Map 21 Lot 4-1 
 Residential: 
  One new lot created by subdivision of 46 Main Street Map 4 Lot 16 
  One new lot created by subdivision of 19 Coventry Map 14 Lot 84-1 
  Merger of 2 residential lots on Winslow Drive Map 13 Lots 29-26 and 29-25 
Master Plan 
 Natural Resources Inventory chapter finalized for 2012 adoption   
 Chapter updates prepared for 2012 adoption: Community Facilities and Existing Land Use  
Future: 
 For the 2012 Legislative season the Planning Board has proposed 
  Zoning Article to amend Article IV Section 400:3 to be compatible with new RSA 674:39-aa 
  Article to amend Building Code to allow imposition of fees for outside engineering reviews. 
 
  Plan to complete and adopt Master Plan Vision Chapter and Future Land Use Chapter. 
Plan to have Board of Selectmen establish and appoint members to a Capital Improvements Pro-
gram Committee, to begin work in 2012 and complete the CIP in 2013. 
 
Thank you to the Volunteers and interested Citizens who help this process work. 
The Planning board meets on the Third Wednesday of each month for Public Hearings, and on first Wednesdays 
for Workshops as necessary.  All are welcome. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Susan Killam, Chairman 




Report of Zoning Board of Adjustment 2011 
 
The Zoning Board of Adjustment is made up of 5 volunteer regular members and one or two alternate members, all 
of whom who are appointed to 3 year terms by the Selectmen.  Under RSA 674:33 the Zoning Board of Adjust-
ment shall have the power to hear and decide appeals if it is alleged there is error in any order, requirement, deci-
sion, or determination made by an administrative official in the enforcement of any zoning ordinance….and to 
authorize upon appeal in specific cases a Variance from the terms of the Zoning Ordinance, and may in appropriate 
cases and subject to appropriate conditions make Special Exceptions to the terms of the Ordinance.   
The current board is Chaired by Hank Riehl, and includes members Sanford Carter, Glenn Saba, Sam Zannini, 
John Recesso and Cathy Blash.  We are actively seeking new members to join the Board to fill vacancies.  Inter-
ested parties may contact the Administrator for Planning and Zoning, and come into the office to learn more about 
this volunteer role. 
Minutes of meetings are available in draft format a week after the meeting date by making a request to the adminis-
trator. (Call 362-5761 to leave a message or e-mail request to landuse@atkinson-nh.gov). Once minutes are ap-
proved by an appropriate quorum of members they will be posted to the town website which you can find at 
www.town-atkinsonnh.com under the tab for Zoning. 
During 2011 The ZBA has deliberated on the following: 
 Variance    4 Wetlands setbacks 
 Special Exception   1 Conversion from Seasonal 
 Special Exception   7 Accessory Living Unit 
 Withdrawn applications   2 Setbacks 
  
The Board determined not to hear a case requesting multiple units on one lot.  This led to a suit which was heard at 
Superior Court.  The judge ruled the ZBA should hear the case, and it will be taken up during a 2012 agenda. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Hank Riehl, Chairman 
 
 
Photo by Susan Ober 
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Supervisors of the Checklist 
 
The Supervisors of the Checklist worked the deliberative sessions for the Timberlane School District and the Town 
of Atkinson in addition to the election on Town Meeting Day.   
This summer, the Supervisors of the Checklist worked on the purge of residents who hadn’t voted in the last four 
elections.  This purge is processed every ten years according to the laws of the state of New Hampshire and the 
Secretary of State’s Office.  We mailed out 1,006 purge letters this year.   The removed residents have to report to 
the Supervisors of the Checklist at a session of the Supervisors or to the Town Clerk’s office, during their regular 
office hours, to be reregistered. 
Residents may register to vote up until 10-days before each election, either during voter registration sessions held 
by the Supervisors of the Checklist, or during the Town Clerk’s regular office hours.  However, the New Hamp-
shire state law also allows residents to register at the polls on Election Day. 
Our checklist is always posted at the Town Clerk’s office, so any resident may look at this checklist and offer any 
corrections.   
At the end of 2011, there were 4,804 registered Atkinson voters on the checklist. 
We would like to thank Laura Lipfert for filling in as Supervisor of the Checklist in 2011 and also welcome Leslie 
Barbera who was elected to the Supervisors of the Checklist in March of 2011.  I would like to offer a special 
thanks to Patti Mangini and Leslie Barbera for preparing the 10 year purge. 
The Supervisors of the Checklist would like to thank all of the residents of Atkinson for their cooperation.  
Respectfully submitted, 
Martha E. MacDonald, Chairman 
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2011 Police Department Annual Town Report 
 
Now that we have filled all of the open full-time police positions, we are better prepared to beef up our neighbor-
hood patrols.  Neighborhood patrols are the best deterrent to crime.  It has been proven that, if cruisers are seen 
patrolling neighborhoods on a regular basis, the crime rate decreases.  Atkinson appears to be a sleepy bedroom 
community, but lately all types of crimes are on the rise.  This year I am asking for a sixth full-time officer. This 
will allow us to provide double coverage during the late night shift and also, with this additional full-time officer, 
we will have adequate coverage during the summer.  In 2011 we had a total of 1,784 calls for services which is up 
about 5% over last year.   
Some of the more serious situations we have to address are domestic calls. After responding, the Police Depart-
ment is usually put in the middle of these family disputes. While we understand that some families are having diffi-
cult times, and that this type of situation is especially hard on the children, we have certain laws that we must en-
force. We cannot appease both parties and, although we try to remain neutral while listening to their stories, when 
a law has been violated; we must, by statute, take appropriate action. Unfortunately, each year domestic cases are 
on the increase with ninety per cent being alcohol-related. 
It is a pleasure to inform our residents that the hiring of Sgt. Caggiano has proven to be a great asset to our depart-
ment. He is a twenty-four year veteran in the police field and has fit right into our daily routine. A very special 
thanks has to be given to our two (2) dispatchers, Officers Joanne Consentino and Lynne Cunningham.  They not 
only answer police calls but also handle calls for Elderly Affairs Assistance.   
In August of this year, I will be celebrating forty-four years as a member of the Police Department, and serving as 
your Chief for the past thirty-four years and eighteen years as the Town’s Director of Elderly Affairs.  In the past I 
have made myself available to any Atkinson resident, day or night, and will continue to do so in the future.  I can 
be reached at the Police Station at 362- 4001 or at my residence at 362-5627. 
I am committed to continuing to provide our residents with the same level of service that I have provided in the 
past.  All members of our Police Department are dedicated to providing the residents of Atkinson with the most 
efficient and professional police services possible. 
Pease drive defensively, love and respect thy neighbor and make 2012 a safe, memorable and enjoyable year. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Philip V Consentino 
Chief of Police 
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2011 Elderly Affairs Annual Town Report 
 
During 2011 we provided 1,377 round trip transports to doctor’s offices, food shopping, non-emergency hospital 
visits and local rehab/health centers.  At times we are challenged to fill all of the requests we have for transporta-
tion.  I am very fortunate to have a great staff working for the Elderly Affairs program.  So far we have been able 
to fill all requests.  If possible, please plan ahead and give at least two days notice if you need transportation assis-
tance.  We presently have five drivers and three vehicles.  This year we are requesting, by warrant article, the trans-
fer of a retired police cruiser to the Elderly Affairs Department.  This will allow us to meet your transportation 
needs. Your support on this issue would be greatly appreciated. 
We stock medical supplies that are available to our seniors, including wheelchairs, walkers, shower chairs, 
crutches, hospital beds, lift chairs, potty chairs and many other medical appliances. This year, we hope to expand 
service to our seniors. In addition to transportation, the Elderly Affairs Department supply many other services to 
our seniors, including help in solving some of your Medicare problems, minor repairs around your home, help in 
finding reliable contractors, and mediation with contractors who have not fulfilled their obligation to you.  Our 
Community Service Officers, Assistant Director Ted Houlihan, Roger Culliford, Richard Magoon, Robert Neill, 
Sam Novello, and our dispatchers Jody Consentino and Lynne Cunningham have  made our Senior Program one of 
the best in the area. 
The Atkinson Elderly Affairs program is also able to provide other forms of assistance to our seniors, such as help 
with oil deliveries, pharmaceutical prescriptions and for special medical appliances.  We sincerely thank the folks 
who have helped and enabled us to provide these services to our seniors.   
This allows the Elderly Affairs Department to quietly and efficiently help seniors over a financial hurdle while 
maintaining their privacy. 
Our Community Service Officers receive great personal satisfaction in supporting our seniors and ensuring their 
ability to get to a doctor’s appointments, to a nursing home to visit a loved one or even to help with grocery shop-
ping.  As Director of Elderly affairs, it is also my privilege to visit our seniors in nursing homes and during their 
stay at local hospitals as often as possible. 
All seniors should feel free to contact me at any time, either at the Police Station at 362-4001, or at my home at 
362-5627.  Your Elderly Affairs Department is here to provide individual service to all of our seniors, so please do  
not  hesitate to give us a call.  All calls are kept in the strictest of confidence. No senior in Atkinson should ever 
have to stay in a cold home or go without their proper medications. 
I hope you have a safe and healthy New Year, and I respectfully request the opportunity to continue to serve the 
seniors of Atkinson as your Director of Elderly Affairs.   
Respectfully submitted,      
Philip Consentino          






Report of the Conservation Commission 
 
In 2012 the Conservation Commission will be focusing our forestry work on the Caroline Orr town forest behind 
the community center.   Our consulting forester Charlie Moreno is preparing a Forest Management Plan for this 
parcel with the goals being wildlife and prime wetlands preservation, health of the forest, cordwood for town resi-
dents, and installing noise management tree buffers to reduce the impact on the town of the adjacent railroad.  This 
plan will be done by spring and we will then do a forest management cut, probably in the summer.  Proceeds of the 
cut go into a forest management fund as provided by RSA 31:113, which is used by the commission to fund new 
plantings and other forestry projects. 
We purchased one small new strategic conservation parcel in 2011.  This is a two acre parcel of back land in be-
tween the Bryant Woods condominiums and the Bryant Brook prime wetland, adjoining the existing Caroline Orr 
town forest.  This parcel is perfectly located for observing wildlife in the prime wetland and will provide an addi-
tional buffer between residential areas of town and the railroad.  Warrant article 2012-12 asks the town to desig-
nate this parcel as town forest to be managed by the conservation commission under RSA 31:112.  This is some-
thing we do for every parcel of conservation land the town acquires.  In this case the town forest designation al-
lows us to incorporate the new parcel into the Caroline Orr forestry plan, and use the forestry fund for new plant-
ings and maintenance as needed. 
We are as concerned as everyone in town is about the plans for an MBTA layover in Plaistow, and will be monitor-
ing the environmental study being done by NH DOT.  The Westville Homes site plan shows three underground 
fuel tanks on that site between the existing building and the prime wetland.  As conservationists we like mass tran-
sit and would like a train stop in Plaistow, but would like to see the layover somewhere else. 
Warrant article 2012-13 asks the town to change the membership of the conservation commission to be 7 full time 
members and 3 alternates.  The original article establishing the commission back in the 70's specified 7 members, 
one of whom was to be a member of the planning board with a one year term, and did not address alternates.  Since 
then state law has changed, and the state now addresses planning board members serving on conservation commis-
sions.  That law was nearly changed last year to disallow planning board membership on the conservation commis-
sion.  Because state law preempts our warrants, we would prefer to let the state address the joint membership is-
sues, have 7 members, and add the capability for alternates. 
This year, we will be working with the Atkinson Garden Club on a joint project to eradicate invasive plant species.  
In addition to the Bittersweet Orange which is starting to threaten the town forests, we have  new outbreaks of 
Japanese Knotweed.  This is really hard to control since it can spread from the smallest shred of plant.  Mowing 
just causes new outbreaks at the next place the mower is used, so it must be sprayed  and allowed to die. 
In 2012, we are looking to acquire small parcels of land or easements on land next to existing conservation parcels 
or prime wetlands.  We are especially interested in land along the state line between the Sawyer town forest and 
the Ruth McPherson town forest. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 




Report of the Conflict of Interest Committee 
 
In March 2011, the Committee held its first meeting and appointed Officers: 
Joyce LaFrance, Chairperson 
Richard Smith, Vice Chairperson 
Carol Grant, Secretary (resigned) 
The Committee did not receive any resident petitions during the fiscal year and conducted no other business. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Joyce LaFrance, Chairperson 
 
 





ALBRIGHT , LAUREL 247.50 
AMBROSIO, KATHERINE  C 1431.89 
ANDERSON, SCOTT  P 1897.15 
APITZ, ALBERT E 3255.93 
ASHFORD, WILLIAM K 5700.00 
ATKINSON, JESSICA M 1410.15 
AYLWARD, DANA N 1450.02 
BALDWIN, WILLIAM M 32925.60 
BECKWITH, DANIEL P 4593.62 
BECKWITH, FREDERICK  JR 8366.15 
BENNETT, WILLIAM M 2789.62 
BIRR, CAROLYN 34403.20 
BOURASSA, LINDA E 17640.20 
BRIAND, ALAN G 289.12 
BUCO, RICHARD A JR 2784.41 
BURKE, JACOB 1457.27 
BUTLER, WILLIAM F 53053.56 
CAGGIANO, PATRICK F 9711.20 
CAMMILLERI, ANDREW T 20181.01 
CAVALEAR, ROSE M 43654.00 
CAVANAUGH, DANIEL  J 1256.25 
CHILDS, FRED  JR 3250.20 
CONSENTINO, JOANNE 23794.76 
CONSENTINO, PHILIP 22414.08 
COPPETA, SUSAN B 2000.00 
COTE, ROGER L 2280.00 
CROSS, ELIZABETH  G 1308.64 
CULLIFORD, ROGER W 5398.86 
CUNNINGHAM, LYNNE A 21694.35 
CURLEY, STACEY A 612.00 
DAME, RYAN H 2185.11 
DESIMONE, DEBRA 25872.60 
DESJARDINS, ROBERT 13052.74 
DILLON, ADELE H 510.00 
DONNELLY, KAITLYN R 1384.77 
DONNELLY, KEVIN M 40663.37 
DORMAN, PAUL M 4660.00 
DUGDALE, JOSHUA A 39581.21 
DURKEE, JENNIFER  L 1500.00 
DURKEE, KAYLA  D 1439.14 
EARLEY, CHARLES 5991.43 
FARRAR, PHILIP G 57328.19 
FARRIS, SUSAN E 115.35 
FISET, NICOLAS M 14867.25 
FOURNIER, ANDREW   J 2556.05 
FRANCIS, LEE A 540.00 
FRIEL, WILLIAM G 3548.02 
GALE, RONALD W 2619.26 
GARRANT, SUSAN J 2955.91 
GIUFFRE, LINDA M 8638.98 
GOLDSTEIN, ABRAHAM 1211.77 
GRAY, JAMES C 1466.25 
GREEN, AMY E 2524.50 
HAINES, GEORGE S 600.00 
HALE, LINDA  J 3692.63 
HANTZIS, NIKOLAOS K 2171.68 
HEER, DIANE M 56369.48 
HOELLRICH, JEFFREY  R 1402.50 
HOLIGAN, DAVID J 8848.77 
HOLIGAN, PAULA M 7014.05 
HOLLENBECK, DARRELL A 6504.39 
HORGAN, ALEX   J 1630.00 
HOULE, JOAN 19308.96 
HOULIHAN, EDWARD  M 7791.07 
JONES, ROBERT 19938.00 
JORDAN, BONNIE L 25096.36 
KEANE, THOMAS J 1410.00 
KILLAM, SUSAN M 12262.73 
KIRSCH, JAMES H 4260.11 
KLIMASZEWSKI, BRIAN J 2164.19 
KOLODZIEJCZAK, ERIC W 3536.00 
LAMARRE, KATHLEEN 4090.26 
LANDRY, JASON D 2031.31 
LANDRY, KEVIN J 7410.95 
LAROSA, AVEN M 1363.02 
LAURENCE, ABIGAIL E 1182.55 
LEBLANC, KRISTEN J 13176.37 
LEPPALA, THERESA E 1800.00 
LEVALLEE, SANDRA M 54105.60 
MAGOON, RICHARD A 7441.75 
MAKIN, HAROLD J 70.00 
MARDEN, JUDITH 4592.04 
MARTIN, JOSEPH W 3609.97 
MAZZA, JASON T 9329.76 
MCCARTHY, CHARLES 1494.77 
MCKEEN, SHANE E 940.00 
MESSURI, RACHELLE M 1560.73 
MILLER, SHANNON  A 1451.25 
MILLER, SHAWN  E 1417.40 
MORELLI, RAYMOND 11936.08 
MORELLI, VIRGINIA 7630.48 
MURPHY, ANDREW J 3532.13 
MURPHY, DONALD L JR 4662.00 
MURPHY, JEFFREY M 4870.15 
MURPHY, MICHAEL E 8409.75 
MURPHY, SHANE P 993.57 
MURPHY, TIMOTHY R 100.00 
NEILL, ROBERT C 3565.49 
NOLAN, KEVIN C 9865.96 
NOVELLO, SALVATORE  N 7316.31 
O'MEARA, GERARD M 2183.42 
ORIO, NICK D 1294.76 
PALARDY, ELIZABETH J 9076.76 
PALLARIA, DAVID A 8025.00 
PAQUETTE, JUSTIN I 40450.57 





PARRILLO, LORI A 1250.00 
PICARD, TERESE B 2092.82 
RAY, CARROLL B 1206.95 
ROBERTS, DONALD 2457.00 
ROCKWELL, JOHN F 13725.45 
ROLON, EFRAIN 1410.00 
RUSSO, REBECCA A 1400.00 
RYAN, CHRISTOPHER M 7573.39 
SCARVAGLIERI, VINCENT 4236.67 
SCHAFER, CHARLES A 941.30 
SCHUSTER, CRAIG G 812.55 
SCOTT, BRENNAN T 1563.65 
SIEMERING, JACOB M 1458.75 
SLAVIT, CHRISTOPHER 1506.89 
SMITH, PHILIP A 55175.69 
SNICER, BARBARA 36173.13 
STAFFORD, CAROL J 14653.49 
STEWART, EDWARD 36938.94 
SULLIVAN, DONNA J 1702.78 
TEHRANI, CYRUSALI M 1585.17 
TEUBER, WILLIAM R 24070.64 
TOMBARELLO, MATTHEW J 490.37 
VAN HIRTUM, CHRISTOPHER 45823.96 
WALKER, JARED M 1676.08 
WATSON, KATHLEEN J 28620.13 
WEYMOUTH, DAVID M 25260.68 
WILLIAMS, DAVID A 22480.59 
WITLEY, DAVID E 20717.26 
WOOSTER, STEPHEN J 1401.23 
YOSHIDA, NORIKO 24555.42 
  
Total 1375904.70 




125 TOOLS INC 19.90 
1ST RESPONDER NEWSPAPER 80.00 
A SAFE PLACE 1,000.00 
A&C TIRE INC 4,517.63 
A-1 HOME & CARPET CARE 125.00 
ACCESS A/V 1,401.21 
ADAMSON INDUSTRIES CORP 4,781.10 
ADELE DILLON 66.71 
ADIRONDACK DIRECT 543.00 
ADRIA DURKIN 85.00 
AFLAC 10,114.71 
AH HARRIS & SONS INC  504.58 
AIRGAS EAST  165.44 
AL GOLDSTEIN 25.88 
ALAN BRIAND 25.00 
ALBERT TAYLOR  271.25 
ALICE ANDERSON  80.00 
ALL HANDS FIRE EQUIP 751.61 
ALLIANCE FOR COMMUNITY MEDIA 225.00 
ALMIE LAVALLEE 38.00 
ALTERNATE FORCE INC 101.50 
ALTERNATIVE COMM. SERVICE  247.50 
AMANDA WILLIAMS  210.00 
AMAZON 1,507.97 
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS 80.40 
AMERICAN RED CROSS 500.00 
AMY GREEN 67.09 
ANCHOR USED AUTO PARTS INC 5,070.20 
ANDREW FOURNIER  902.50 
ANDREW MASON 775.99 
ANDREW MURPHY 41.69 
ANN SHEEHAN  80.00 
ANTCZAK BUILDING 11,130.00 
ANTONIO QUADROS 282.00 
ARBOGAST ENERGY AUDITING 14,735.00 
ARLENE HUNTRESS 384.70 
ARMSTRONG HEATING INC 280.86 
ARROW PAPER CORP  221.20 
AT&T 533.94 
ATCO INTERNATIONAL 639.50 
ATKINSON CONSERVATION COMM 1,250.00 
ATKINSON COUNTRY CLUB 994.00 
ATKINSON FIREFIGHTER'S ASSOC  229.30 
ATKINSON GARDEN CLUB 2,000.00 
ATKINSON GRAPHICS 2,015.80 
ATKINSON ROAD RACE 200.00 
ATKINSON TAX COLLECTOR 163,979.28 
ATKINSON VILLAGE STORE 436.16 
ATKINSON WOMEN'S CIVIC CLUB 500.00 
ATS EQUIPMENT INC  2,074.75 
AUTOMECH INC 145.00 
AVITAR ASSOC OF NE INC 14,440.82 
B-B CHAIN INC 750.90 
BAKER & TAYLOR INC 13,281.97 
BALANCE PROFESSIONAL 6,797.50 
BARBARA LEGROS 166.97 
BARBARA SNICER 1,007.85 
BATTERY ZONE INC  132.95 
BAYRING COMMUNICATIONS  16,984.41 
BEACON ELECTRICAL SALES INC 677.81 
BELLEMORE CATCH BASIN MAINT 5,460.00 
BEN'S UNIFORMS 1,701.00 
BENEVENTO BITUMINOUS PROD  2,776.24 
BERGERON PROTECTIVE CLOTHING LLC 3,428.90 
BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU 300.00 
BIBBINS REALTY TRUST/M. BIBBINS,TRUSTEE 103.00 
BILLERICA LOCK CO  256.99 
BJ'S WHOLESALE CLUB 50.00 
BLACK RABBIT BOOKS  331.05 
BLANCH FAMILY TRUST  294.31 
BLUE BOOK 62.95 
BONNIE JORDAN 468.11 
BOOK PAGE 282.00 
BORACZEK 150.00 
BORDER AREA MUTUAL AID ASSOC 25.00 
BOSTON CELTICS GROUP SALES  3,190.00 
BOSTON FLOWER SHOW 450.00 
BOSTON GLOBE 685.36 
BOUND TREE MEDICAL LLC 4,796.14 
BOYLE, SHAUGHNESSY & CAMPO 66,551.12 
BRENTWWOD POWER EQUIP  817.77 
BROWN'S RIVER MAROTTI CO 1,100.00 
BROX INDUSTRIES INC 149,726.94 
BRUSHWOOD VETERINARY CLINIC 859.00 
BUDCO ENTERPRISES 16,487.18 
BULLDOG FIRE APPARATUS INC 4,438.56 
BUNTINGS'S AUTO BODY LLC 355.50 
BUREAU OF EDUCATION & RESEARCH 229.00 
BUSBY CONSTRUCTION CO INC 92,793.00 
C&D AUTO CLINIC 8,069.37 
C&M CLEANING 1,705.00 
CAROLYN BIRR 98.83 
CEN-COM 6,578.65 
CENTER FOR LIFE MGMT 7,500.00 
CENTER POINT 1,103.64 
CENTERVIEW REALTY TRUST 172.89 
CENTURION HOLDINGS LLC  68.20 
CENTURY COPIER SPECIALISTS 1,214.90 
CHAFF VENDING SERVICE INC 508.00 
CHARLES & ELIZABETH FENTON 135.94 
CHARLES DICHIARA 200.00 
CHARLES MORENO CONSULTING  4,202.63 
CHILD ADVOCACY CENTER 1,500.00 





CHRIS VAN HIRTUM 1,252.19 
CHRISTINA HURNI FAMILY TRUST 51.49 
CHRISTOPHER M RYAN 6,276.59 
CMS 3,827.00 
COLE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 278.95 
COLONIAL PEST CONTROL  INC 845.00 
COMCAST 4,507.87 
COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES(CHS) 3,000.00 
COMSTAR 66.07 
CONSENTINO  P 2,653.77 
CONVERGE DIAGNOSTIC SERVICE  550.00 
CREATIVE PROD SOURCING INC  602.00 
CREATIVE SERVICES OF N.E. 217.95 
CRIMESTAR  CORP 1,200.00 
DANIEL PELLETIER 1,122.48 
DAVE'S SPORTING GOODS 80.00 
DAVID HARRIGAN 62.00 
DAVID WILLLIAMS  197.06 
DAVID WITLEY 23.73 
DAVIDS & COHEN 4,361.30 
DEBRA DESIMONE 77.89 
DEL DOOLING 4.47 
DELL 449.99 
DEMCO INC 402.92 
DEMOULAS SUPER MARKETS INC 350.00 
DENNIS GROGAN/KERRY GROGAN 557.02 
DERBY TALK FARM  3.00 
DEVINE MILLIMET & BRANCH 9,644.65 
DH&DH AUTO /TRUCK REPAIR LLC 6,431.40 
DIANAN KOPP 425.00 
DIANE HEER 993.22 
DIANE MURPHY 20.00 
DIFEO OIL & PROPANE 41,924.40 
DODGE'S FARM & GARDEN INC 267.13 
DOLORES MARINO 30.00 
DON ROBERTS 1,789.28 
DONOVAN EQUIP CO INC 346.74 
DOR/WAGE REPORTING UNIT 3,318.44 
DORIS BAILEY 402.69 
DRIVERS LICENSE GUIDE COMPANY 42.90 
DUGDALE J 834.13 
DUNN'S EQUIP INC 1,769.14 
E.J. RIEMITIS CO INC 1,429.00 
EAGLE TRIBUNE 5,398.42 
EAST COAST LUMBER CO INC 13,547.28 
EDWARD BAHIA/PAULINE BAHIA 37.07 
EDWIN BROWN FAMILY TRUST  2,077.27 
ELIZABETH GAGNON TRUST  141.87 
ELLIOT HOSPITAL 1,660.00 
ELMER STUART 109.75 
EMERGENCY EDUCATORS GROUP NH 3,208.00 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATIONS INC  200.00 
ERIC KOLODZIEJCZAK 1,481.94 
ERNEST MERRICK 412.10 
ESSEX RIVER CRUISES 300.00 
EUGENA WINCHELL 2.00 
EXETER FLOWER SHOP 730.00 
F&C REALTY TRUST/F BYRD, TRUSTEE  370.15 
F.M. MCNAMEE 575.00 
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS INC 1,439.42 
FAMILY MEDIATION PROGRAM 8,425.00 
FAST BREAK BASKETBALL 300.00 
FERGUSON WATERWORKS 1,942.80 
FEUER LUMBER CO INC 1,022.66 
FIELDSTONE LAND CONSULTANTS 4,020.00 
FINGERPRINTS EMBROIDERY 590.00 
FIRE & EMERGENCY MAINT. CO LLC 5,826.93 
FIRE ENGINEERING 21.00 
FIRE PROGRAMS 695.00 
FIRE RESCUE MAGAZINE 41.95 
FIRE TECH & SAFETY OF NE 5,420.84 
FIREHOUSE MAGAZINE 25.95 
FIRST CHOICE NETWORKS 40,287.28 
FIRST STUDENT 1,183.10 
FLAG & GIFT CONN LTD 2,808.73 
FLEET SERVICES  (2) 9,582.86 
FLEET SERVICES (1) 43,857.11 
FOCAL POINT INVESTIGATIONS 530.00 
FORD MOTOR CREDIT CO 10,590.09 
FOSTER MATERIALS INC 87.36 
FREEDOM TIRE INC 853.04 
FREMONT PIZZERIA 200.00 
FRESHWATER FARMS INC 1,076.69 
FULMORE FAMILY TRUST/W FULLMORE, 
TRUSTEE 25.69 
FUTURE SUPPLY CORP 275.42 
G. MARIE PALMER  515.21 
GALLOWAY TRUCKING INC 4,420.32 
GALLS 1,085.62 
GAYLORD BROS INC 389.09 
GEORGE CUNNINGHAM 220.00 
GEORGE HAINES 54.25 
GEORGE MERRILL & SON INC 1,714.00 
GERALD O'MEARA 325.00 
GINA MELLONE  400.00 
GLACIAL ENERGY OF NEW ENGLAND  33,793.65 
GOLAS BROS AUTO PARTS INC  239.00 
GOV CONNECTION INC 918.21 
GRANITE STATE STAMPS INC 18.00 
GRANZ TURF DEPOT 333.43 
GREATER HAMPSTEAD FAM. MEDICINE 1,549.10 
GREATER SALEM CAREGIVERS 2,000.00 
GREENER LANDSCAPING INC  22,600.00 





GROVELAND FENCE INC 2,100.00 
GSG SUPPLY INC 41.18 
HAFFNERS SERVICE STATIONS INC 359.90 
HALLEY ELEVATOR CO  1,090.00 
HALO BRANDED SOLUTIONS 620.32 
HAMPSTEAD AREA WATER CO 20,317.04 
HAMPSTEAD TROPHY 179.00 
HARRY ALEXANIAN 100.00 
HASAGO LLC 3,344.00 
HATCH DESIGNS 639.27 
HELEN GALLOWAY 47.65 
HOME DEPOT 3,023.36 
HOP SALES & SERVICE 384.27 
HOWARD P FAIRFIELD INC 2,036.82 
IAFC 209.00 
ICC 160.00 
IDEAL SYSTEMS INC  350.00 
INDIAN HEAD RESORT 200.00 
INDUSTRIAL CHEM LABS & SERVICES INC 663.97 
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES 324.60 
INGRAM LIBRARY SERVICES 2,042.32 
INSURANCE SOLUTIONS CORP 1,856.85 
INTER BROTHERHOOD OF POLICE 4,753.75 
INTER CONF OF POLICE CHAPLAINS 125.00 
INTERNATIONAL SALT 57,524.91 
INTERWARE DEVELOPMENT CO INC 6,609.40 
IRWIN MOTORS INC 18,250.00 
J.P. COOKE CO  211.30 
JACK'S TOWING SERVICE 667.07 
JAMES  PORTER 3,095.62 
JAMES CALANDRIELLO 384.64 
JAMES GARRITY 50.00 
JAMES WILKINSON  159.00 
JAMESON'S EXCAVATION INC 31,521.69 
JANET CINCOTTA 82.84 
JARED WALKER  263.23 
JEAN LOFTHOUSE  40.00 
JEFF HOELLRICH 55.25 
JEMS 44.00 
JODY CONSENTINO 93.93 
JODY PERRAULT 351.83 
JOHN & CONSTANCE TATEOSIAN 53.45 
JOHN A WALL 291.20 
JOHN C NEILL 2,211.72 
JOHN DEERE LANDSCAPES/LESCO 2,123.43 
JOHN GOULET 10.00 
JOHN O'DONNELL PLUMBING & HEATING 850.00 
JOHN TROY TRUST/JOHN TROY, TRUSTEE  402.83 
JOHN'S PAINTING SERVICE 2,000.00 
JON TIPLADY 100.00 
JORDAN EQUIPMENT 3,193.46 
JOSEPH & ANN SABATO 1.03 
JOSEPH & NORMA ROBINSON 316.79 
JOSEPH MARTIN 115.00 
JOYCE LAFRANCE  46.00 
JUDY MARDEN 58.51 
JUNIOR LIBRARY GUILD 1,339.20 
KAREN BLUEMEL 68.00 
KAREN WEMMELMANN 446.25 
KARL CARLSON/DIANNE CARLSON 1,011.79 
KATHLEEN FRANCE/KATHLEEN GERETY 18.51 
KATHLEEN JAMER  125.00 
KATHY WATSON 679.63 
KAY GALLOWAY 40.25 
KELLYGRAPHICS 675.00 
KEN WALSH DESIGN 44.00 
KEVIN DONNELLY 1,000.00 
KEVIN PATENAUDE ELECTRIC 3,900.00 
KIMBALL LIBRARY 4,138.50 
KING GRAPHICS 1,263.20 
KRISTEN LEBLANC 126.81 
KUSTOM SIGNALS INC 183.26 
LAB SAFETY SUPPLY 556.66 
LAKES REGION FIRE APP INC 4,898.38 
LAMBERT ROOFING CO  1,125.00 
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE 1,800.00 
LAND & BOUNDARY CON. INC 480.00 
LARRY STRAFFIN 1,725.00 
LAURA LIPFERT 240.35 
LEANN MOCCIA 57.18 
LESLIE & CO 137.00 
LESLIE ATTOBELLI  195.00 
LESLIE BARBERA 228.86 
LEWIS BUILDERS INC 5,387.50 
LEXISNEXIS  515.63 
LEXISNEXIS/ACCURINT 550.00 
LGC HEALTHTRUST 174,854.83 
LHS ASSOC INC 4,738.10 
LIBRARY INSIGHT 1,844.00 
LINDSAY ROSE CATERING 5,280.00 
LIVINGSTON FAMILY TREE SERVICE  1,000.00 
LOCAL GOV CENTER 132,043.02 
LOGIN/IACP NET 250.00 
LORAL PRESS INC 1,023.20 
LOUIS R MUSACCHIO,TRUSTEE 258.98 
LYNN CARD CO 107.95 
LYNN CUNNINGHAM 58.74 
M&K LAWN SPRINKLERS INC 300.00 
MACDONALD OFFICE EQUIP CO  8.95 
MAD SCIENCE 500.00 
MAINE OXY/SPEC AIR 12.80 
MAK GENERAL CONTRACTING INC  17,410.00 
MANAGINI, PATRICIA A 1,008.38 





MARILYN PARADIS 112.00 
MARK KEEFFEE 374.55 
MARTHA MACDONALD 438.36 
MASON & RICH PROF ASSOC 8,900.00 
MASON CREST PUBLISHERS  245.80 
MATTHEW BENDER 393.36 
MATTHEW BENDER & CO INC 317.94 
MAURA LANDRY  100.00 
MAYO CLINIC HEALTH SOLUTIONS 39.95 
MBT WORLDWIDE INC 6,155.00 
MENS WEARHOUSE  1,904.43 
MERRI- HILL-ROCK COOP 35.00 
MHQ MUNICIPA VEHICLES 60,813.00 
MICHAEL CRONIN/ROSANNE CRONIN 496.87 
MICHAEL DAME 4,932.15 
MICROMARKETING 802.00 
MIKE MURPHY 995.99 
MIKE MURPHY & SONS INC 2,056.18 
MIKE WAGNER  100.00 
MOORE STAFFING SERVICES 121.65 
MPLC 62.40 
MRI 5,000.00 
MS. SUSAN OBER 99.95 
MUNICIPAL PEST MGMT SERVICES INC 12,000.00 
MUSIC FACTORY INC 988.00 
NAT'L FIRE PROTECTION ASSOC 165.00 
NAT. FIRE SPRINKLER ASSOC 85.00 
NATIONWIDE RETIREMENT SOLUTION 30,955.87 
NE ASSOC CHIEFS OF POLICE 60.00 
NE DOCUMENTS SYSTEMS 125.00 
NE-SAN INC 14,523.50 
NEACTC 25.00 
NEMCI&A 945.00 
NEPTUNE INC 11,341.49 
NESPIN 50.00 
NETS 650.00 
NETWORK SOLUTIONS INC 24.99 
NEW BENEFITS LTD 247.30 
NEW ENGLAND BARRICADE CO 3,463.98 
NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY ASSOC 222.00 
NEW ENGLAND SECURITY SHREDDERS 247.60 
NH ASSOC OF ASSESSING OFFICIAL 20.00 
NH ASSOC OF CHIEFS OF POLICE 100.00 
NH ASSOC OF CONSER COMMISSIONS 275.00 
NH ASSOC OF FIRE CHIEFS 75.00 
NH ASSOC OF SENIOR CENTERS 49.00 
NH BLACKTOP SEALERS INC  10,000.00 
NH BLDG OFFICIALS ASSOC 50.00 
NH BUSINESS REVIEW 32.00 
NH HEALTH OFFICERS ASSOC 25.00 
NH LIBRARY ASSOC 160.00 
NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM 91,391.91 
NH ROAD AGENTS ASSOC  20.00 
NH STATE FIREMENS ASSOC 720.00 
NH STATE LIBRARY 500.00 












NHTCA/NHCTCA JOINT CERTIFICATION 245.00 
NICABOYNE INC 1,113.88 
NICOLAS FISET 317.55 
NORTH SHORE MUSIC THEATRE 450.00 
NORTHEAST RESOURCE REC ASSOC 322.15 
NORTHERN BUSINESS MACHINES 409.40 
OFFICE DEPOT  1,588.28 
OLIVER GARDENS CONDOS  50.00 
OMNICRON ELECTRONICS 227.98 
ONE STOP  BUSINESS CENTERS 611.52 
OUR DESIGNS INC 110.99 
OVERDRIVE INC 2,000.00 
PALLARIA ELECTRIC INC 5,847.36 
PALMER GAS 10.50 
PAT MACOMBER 500.00 
PATRICIA PORTER  45.00 
PATTI-JO  SAPIA 2.50 
PAUL WOODWORTH  500.00 
PAULA HOLIGAN 50.38 
PAULA POLITO 52.41 
PEABODY SUPPLY CO  9.87 
PEOPLE'S UNITED BANK 152,787.50 
PETE'S SEWER SERVICE 2,030.00 
PETER PRATT  3.00 
PETER&ALMA LEONARDOS 87.64 
PHIL SMITH 55.64 
PHYSIO CONTROL INC 1,606.50 
PITNEY BOWES INC 1,571.14 
POLAND SPRING WATER CO 1,552.58 
PORTER HOLDINGS 89.64 
POSTMASTER-ATKINSON 2,911.00 
PREGNANCY CARE CENTER 500.00 
PRINTGRAPHICS INC 440.57 
PRO BARK INC 5,000.00 
PRO CONTROLS INC 4,708.23 
PRO-SITE CONSTRUCTION INC  1,400.00 





PUBLIC SERVICE OF NH 555.00 
PULSAR ALARM SYSTEMS LTD 2,903.00 
QUALITY EMERGENCY VEHICLES INC 295.00 
QUALITY FIRE PROTECTION INC 1,520.30 
R.B.WOOD & ASSOC. LLC 38,684.00 
RALPH MAHONEY & SONS INC  615.00 
RAM PRINTING 581.00 
RANDALL BISHOP 800.00 
RANDOM HOUSE INC 2,360.00 
RANSMEIER & SPELLMAN P.C. 22,132.55 
RAYMOND MORELLI 1,616.17 
RC NIGHELLI  HEATING LLC 304.98 
RECORDERS  519.00 
RED JACKET MTN VIEW 700.00 
REGAN FORD 2,961.26 
REGISTRY OF DEEDS 652.56 
REINHOLD SECURITY LLC 1,334.89 
RHOMAR IND INC  653.46 
RICHARD BUCO 80.00 
RICHARD HAMEL 350.00 
RICHARD NAVARRO 500.00 
RICHARD'S STEEL & IRON INC 75.00 
RIEMITIS COMMUNICATIONS 226.44 
ROBERT BIRDSALL 3,652.05 
ROBERT BUSI 1,850.00 
ROBERT JONES 225.00 
ROBERT P PATUTO 56.43 
ROBERT WILE 200.00 
ROBERTS & GREENE PLLC 7,750.00 
ROBIN HERNANDEZ 1,225.18 
ROCKINGHAM COMMUNITY ACTION 1,662.00 
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY TREASURER 880,612.00 
ROCKINGHAM CTY ATTORNEY 15,876.00 
ROCKINGHAM NUTRITION/MEALS ON 
WHEELS 2,441.00 
ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION 13,437.00 
ROCKWELL, JOHN 1,043.18 
RONALD & CAROL WHEELER  537.34 
ROSE CAVALEAR 254.23 
RSVP 125.00 
RUSSELL WOLFF 360.00 
RYAN DAME 227.24 
SAD CAFE 5,000.00 
SAL LAFAUCCI 2,668.19 
SALEM COUNCIL ON AGING 2,100.00 
SALEM OCCUPATIONAL CARE 867.00 
SALEM RADIOLOGY  90.00 
SAMSON FASTENER CO INC 342.81 
SANDOWN PUBLIC LIBRARY 90.00 
SANDOWN WIRELESS 322.50 
SCHWAAB INC 247.95 
SEACARE HEALTH SERVICES 528.00 
SEAL-TEC ASPHALT COATINGS INC 7,371.26 
SENTER AUTO SUPPLY 2,162.06 
SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICE 525.00 
SHARON & GENEVIEVE NAULT  122.60 
SHARON BOYLE 66.71 
SHEA CONCRETE PROD INC 510.00 
SIROIS FOOD PRODUCTS 2,397.16 
SKATELAND 525.00 
SKELLEY MOTOR CO 1,969.28 
SONICWALL 290.00 
SPNHF 50.00 
STACEY'S UPHILL FARM 1,511.25 
STAN JR  225.00 
STANLEY ARMITSTEAD/FRANCES ARMIT-
STEAD 210.39 
STANLEY ELEVATOR CO INC 584.00 
STANTEC CONSULTING INC 12,138.38 
STAPLES 562.98 
STAPLES BUSINESS ADVANTAGE 1,552.27 
STATE OF NH 1,306.00 
STATELINE GUNS,AMMO & ARCHERY 1,054.91 
STEVE CARBONE 240.00 
STEVEN LEWIS INC 47.40 
STEWART  E 54,250.42 
STILLS POWER EQUIPMENT 852.17 
STONEHAM THEATRE 1,590.00 
SUBHASH MUKHERJEE PH.D. 550.00 
SUE OBER 36.24 
SULLIVAN TIRE CO 2,918.64 
SUMMIT SIGNS 770.00 
SUMNER BROOK FISH FARM  400.00 
SUMNER KALMAN 31,265.98 
SUNOCO APLUS STORE 125.00 
SUSAN GARRANT 13.14 
SUSAN KILLAM 81.99 
SUSAN OBER 108.87 
SWAMP INC 34,496.00 
SYDNI GARRITY 38.12 
TAPE SERVICES INC 21.66 
TD BANKNORTH 647,922.93 
TEE'S PLUS 1,113.00 
TEENVOGUE 10.00 
TELEPHONE NETWORK TECH 533.00 
THE AUGERI GROUP  1,853.64 
THE COACH COMPANY 6,730.00 
THE COMMUNITY ALTRUISTS 100.00 
THE LIBRARY STORE INC 438.53 
THE SHOPPER INC 90.67 
THE TRAILER PLACE  312.00 
THERESA H ENOS 66.71 
THOMAS DESMET 6,325.20 
THOMAS MEALEY/DELORES MEALEY  7.81 
THOMSON WEST 255.39 





TIMBERLANE COMMUNITY BAND 300.00 
TIMBERLANE SCHOOL DIST 11,763,936.00 
TMDE CALIBRATION LAB INC 575.00 
TOP TURF IRRIGATION 934.80 
TOPDOGTRUCKTOYS 520.00 
TOWER PUBLISHING 92.00 
TOWN OF ATKINSON 172.00 
TOWN OF PLAISTOW 41,224.78 
TRACY PLATT 600.00 
TRANS MEDIC 1,994.95 
TRAYNOR GLASS CO INC 927.56 
TREASURER, STATE OF NH 9,723.62 
TRULY GREEN LAWNS 13,915.00 
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUND 106,770.00 
TWO WAY COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE 10,110.54 
UNIFUND, LLC 5,728.00 
UNION LEADER CORP 3,174.08 
UNITED BUSINESS MACHINES 350.00 
UNITED COMPRESSOR & PUMP INC  951.50 
UNITED DIVERS INC 1,250.32 
UNITIL 50,089.90 
UNIVERSITY OF NH 555.00 
UPTACK 929.00 
URBAN TREE SERVICE  17,170.00 
US POSTAL SERVICE 8,000.00 
USA MOBILITY WIRELESS INC 184.56 
V GAROFALO 31,203.00 
VERIZON WIRELESS 7,924.31 
VIC GEARY CENTER 5,450.00 
VIDACARE CORP 573.47 
VINYLTECH GRAPHICS 1,000.00 
W B MASON INC 8,399.79 
WALZ POSTAL SOLUTIONS 185.06 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 629,926.44 
WATCHGUARD SERVICES 320.00 
WENDY BARKER 159.50 
WEST PAYMENT CENTER 80.50 
WESTVILLE GRAND RENTAL 4,692.27 
WESTVILLE SUPPLY INC 1,528.18 
WEYMOUTH DAVE 2,812.15 
WHITE ST. PAINT CO INC 145.50 
WILLIAM BALDWIN 2,005.70 
WILLIAM HYDER/NICOLE PINET 20.28 
WINCO IDENTIFICATION 122.99 
WT.COX SUBSCRIPTIONS 2,023.93 
YOSHIDA N 15,777.71 
ZEP MANUFACTURING CO 1,702.51 
  
TOTAL: 16,656,433.34 
Photo by Linda Hadwin 
 
61 
2011 Birth Records 
 
 NAME                            
DATE OF 
BIRTH FATHER MOTHER 
COLLINS,HUNTER GREGORY 06/17/11 COLLINS,BRIAN COLLINS,MICHELLE 
COLLINS,MORGAN RONALD 06/17/11 COLLINS,BRIAN COLLINS,MICHELLE 
MITCHELL,JULIA MADELEINE 11/30/11 MITCHELL,SCOTT MITCHELL,TRACI 
POLICHETTI,DANTE JOSEPH 07/30/11 POLICHETTI,RAFFAELE POLICHETTI,TARA 
SWANSON,JULIE ANN 11/04/11 SWANSON,RICHARD SMITH,LAURA 
Photo by Susan Ober 
 
62 
2011 Marriage Report 
 
 
 NAME RESIDENCE  NAME RESIDENCE DATE 
ANDERSON,KEITH ATKINSON,NH DODIER,NICHOLE ATKINSON,NH 12/09/11 
ARMSTRONG,LAWRENCE ATKINSON,NH HOLT,JUDITH WINDHAM,NH 09/10/11 
BILLBROUGH,TIMOTHY DERRY,NH DUGDALE,JOCELYN ATKINSON,NH 10/09/11 
BORGES,MICHAEL ATKINSON,NH MCGRATH,PATRICIA WOBURN,MA  10/14/11 
BOWEN,BRYAN SALEM,NH GARDELLA,ALBERT SALEM,NH 06/04/11 
BRAFFITT,JAMES ATKINSON,NH HULL,LAURA ATKINSON,NH 10/01/11 
CAMMILLERI,ANDREW ATKINSON,NH CROOKER,LISA MANCHESTER,NH 10/01/11 
CLIFTON,JEFFREY SANDOWN,NH ELLIOTT,MARGARET ATKINSON,NH 09/16/11 
COMEAU,JOSEPH ATKINSON,NH SCANLON,ELISE HAVERHILL,MA 08/06/11 
DEANS,MATTHEW ATKINSON,NH LEWIS,ALYSSA ATKINSON,NH 07/29/11 
DELANEY,JON WINCHESTER,MA GEARY,MICHELLE WINCHESTER, MA 03/19/11 
EVANS,NEIL ATKINSON,NH CAREY,JENNIFER ATKINSON,NH 06/03/11 
FRATI,ALAN ATKINSON,NH TOBON,CLAUDIA ATKINSON,NH 06/04/11 
FUNDALEWICZ JR.,MICHAEL WOBURN,MA SARNO,LAUREN WOBURN,MA  08/06/11 
GOSSELIN,PETER ATKINSON,NH GRESKI,PATRICIA ATKINSON,NH 01/29/11 
HILBERT,JASON MEDFORD,MA BOYLE,KAITLYN ATKINSON,NH 10/01/11 
LAMBERT,MARK ATKINSON,NH GOVE,ERIN ATKINSON,NH 05/26/11 
LEVESQUE,CRAIG BOSCAWEN,NH WILLIAMS,NICOLE BOSCAWEN,NH 05/14/11 
LONARDO,NICHOLAS HAVERHILL,MA LUMB,TANYA HAVERHILL,MA 04/29/11 
LUEDERS,ERIK ATKINSON,NH WILLIAMS,AMANDA ATKINSON,NH 09/30/11 
MAGOON,BRIAN ATKINSON,NH BARWELL,LAURA ATKINSON,NH 02/19/11 
MCGILLOWAY,JARRETT SALEM,MA HAMEL,MELANIE SALEM,MA 08/19/11 
MOORE,NATHAN METHUEN,MA GALLANT,KIMBERLY METHUEN,MA 11/11/11 
OSMER,JOHN ATKINSON,NH DAVIS,CATHERINE ATKINSON,NH 12/26/11 
SIMONE,CRAIG ATKINSON,NH MCGOVERN,ELIZABETH ATKINSON,NH 09/09/11 
SMITH,DANIEL SANDOWN,NH MCKALLAGAT,CORISSA ATKINSON,NH 09/13/11 
SMITH,SHAWN HOLBROOK,MA WIDMAN,NANCY QUINCY,MA 05/27/11 
TELLER,BRANDON SOUTH EASTON,MA MCCOY,KATIE SOUTH EASTON,MA 08/13/11 
WEBER,BRYAN ATKINSON,NH MCCOMB,RACHEL ATKINSON,NH 11/11/11 
WEINHOLD,SCOTT ATKINSON,NH COLE,KRISTEN ATKINSON,NH 09/10/11 
 
63 
2011 Death Report 
 NAME OF DE-
DATE OF 
DEATH NAME OF PARENTS 
ALEXANDER,VIRGINIA 12/28/11 SMITH,WALLACE / GRACE,HILL 
BOREMI,CAROL 02/09/11 DONNELLY,JAMES / NUGENT,ISABELL 
BUCHIKA,ROGER 12/18/11 BUCHIKA,GEORGE / TESSIER,GERTRUDE 
BUTTERFIELD,RICK 04/14/11 BUTTERFIELD,MARCELLUS / SMITH,SHIRLEY 
CALLAHAN,JOHN 03/25/11 NO INFORMATION  
CARLSON,IRIS 01/10/11 NO INFORMATION  
CHANDLER,HOWARD 06/18/11 CHANDLER,OSCAR / TAYLOR,MARGARET 
CHILDS,DALE 04/02/11 DEYERMOND,WARREN / MCEVOY,ELEANOR 
CLEVESY SR.,CHARLES 06/26/11 CLEVESY,JOSEPH / MARSHALL,VIOLA 
CLINTON,BARBARA 06/20/11 LORD,CHARLES / QUINN,ANNA 
CONDON,ANNE 08/22/11 GARTLEY,GUY / SIMPSON,EMILY 
CONWAY,JOSEPH 11/17/11 CONWAY,JOHN / ABEL,VALORIE 
COOLEN,GARVEY 05/03/11 COOLEN,OSCAR / CROSSMAN,JENNY 
COOPER,RICHARD 04/28/11 COOPER,MAURICE / CAVALIERI,PHILOMENA 
DEFEO,DONNA 02/06/11 HIRSCH,WILLIAM / BARTLETT,MURIEL 
DISTEFANO,SHEILA  12/18/11 CRONIN,JOHN / METCALFE,ADELAIDE 
DUBOIS,ERIC 11/21/11 DUBOIS,ROBERT / VONSTULPNSGEL,ERIKA 
FREER JR.,GEORGE 02/12/11 FREER SR.,GEORGE / YOUNGBLOOD,MARGARET 
FULMORE,WILLIAM 08/17/11 FULMORE,JAMES / MILLIGAN,MILDRED 
GIACALONE,FRANCIS 04/16/11 GIACALONE,JOSEPH / AMICO,MARIANNA 
GRACZYK,JEREMY 07/12/11 GRACZYK,JAMES / SHOOP,DARLENE 
GULLO,VALENTINO 01/08/11 GULLO,VITO / CARRUBBA,FAUSTINA 
HOLMES,FLORENCE 10/10/11 GEARY,JOHN / MACKEY,GERTRUDE 
HUBBELL,NANCY 09/19/11 PIKE,HAROLD / FULLERTON,JANET 
JACKSON,ROBERT 06/21/11 JACKSON,ARTHUR / JACKSON,DOROTHY 
JEFTS,CHARLOTTE 01/23/11 BENOIT,OLIVER / ROY,MAMIE  
MACDONALD,ALLISTER 07/24/11 MACDONALD,JOHN / MACLEAN,MARY BELLE 
MALLEY,BRENDA 05/27/11 ROBINSON,CHARLES / DEFORTE,JOSEPHINE 
MARA,ALFRED 02/08/11 MARA,RICHARD / HERLAND,LOIS 
MCNALLY,JOHN 07/11/11 MCNALLY,JAMES / LANDRY,YVONNE 
MONTEQUIN,CARL 01/20/11 MONTEQUIN,DOMENIC / FERNANDEZ,CARMEN 
MULLER,WILHELM 10/14/11 NO INFORMATION  
PLOURDE,MICHAEL 09/29/11 PLOURDE,MAURICE / LYNCH,BEATRICE 
RAHILLY,MARGARET 07/18/11 MCDONOUGH,JOHN / GRIFFIN,MARGARET 
RATTA,ELMER 03/04/11 RATTA,FRED / SHATTUCK,ISABELL 
ROCKWELL SR.,DAVID 05/30/11 ROCKWELL,LESLIE / HAND,DOROTHEA 
ROWELL,JONATHAN 02/15/11 ROWELL,DAVID / GRANT,SUSAN 
SALERNO,ANGELO 02/11/11 SALERNO,ROSARIO / URICO,NANCY 
SAULNIER JR.,JAMES 06/22/11 SAULNIER SR.,JAMES / STRIET,URSULA 
SCOTT JR.,THOMAS  04/03/11 SCOTT SR.,THOMAS / ROBINSON,MARJORIE ALICE 
SHAHINIAN,CAROLINE  09/13/11 LAJOIE,JOSEPH / CHAREST,BLANCHE 
SHEA,ROBERT  08/28/11 NO INFORMATION  
SMITH JR.,ARTHUR 01/23/11 SMITH SR.,ARTHUR / HEATH,FRANCESCA                               
SMITH,BERNICE 05/04/11 THUMM,CARL / KIESLING,ELSIE 
SMITH,SCOTT 06/18/11 SMITH,TED / SMITH,BETH 
SWANTON,MARY 01/20/11 SUTTON,EMANUEL / BURKE,LAURA 
TAYLOR,ALBERT 03/16/11 TAYLOR,CHESTER / TAYLOR,CATHERINE 
VELA,SID 01/22/11 VELA,VIVIANO / GARZA,FELICIA                             





Town of Atkinson  
Application for Committee Appointment  
 
One of the advantages of living in a small town is the ability to participate in and contribute to the 
activities and programs, which are offered by the Town to its residents. Atkinson is fortunate to 
have a history of strong volunteerism and offers the opportunity to all residents of the Town to con-
tinue this tradition.  
Boards, commissions, and committee are made up of volunteers. Community Center and recreation 
programs, public access TV, parades, celebrations, and beautification projects are successful due to 
the efforts of the Atkinson residents.  
If you are a registered voter of Atkinson and would like to serve as a member on one of the follow-
ing, please note your area of interest and return this form to the Selectmen’s Office. Thank you.  
 ______ Board of Adjustment    ______ Conservation Commission  
______ Cable Advisory Board    ______ Energy Commission  
______ Highway Safety Committee   ______ Planning Board  
______ Recreation Commission    ______ Technology Committee  
 ______ Other ___________________________________________  






Print Name:  ________________________________________  
Signature:  ________________________________________  
Address:  ________________________________________  
Email:   ________________________________________  
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